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• THOUSANDS CEREMONIAL CARNIVAL GROUNDS NEXT WEEK
at
SHIVERING
The Unusual April Cold On
Top of Other Ills Hurtful
••••••••••
• • • s aas Jocie Ut.,
Fashionable Nuptials.
This Decision Was Made in Plain Terms During the
Aidermanic and Councilmanic Gathering Last
Evening—Money Goes to San
Francisco at Once.
MISS LOUISE COX BECAME
MRS. JAMES HENRY RUDY During the called meeting of the
aldermen, and ' the sotrate special
YELLOW TIDAL WAVE session of the council last evening,
there was adopted a resolution stip-SWEEPS CITY OF OAKLAND ulating in broad terms that no liquorsHandsome Bridal Reception Fol- 
should be sold upon the carnivaltn,•
`. •=1 ground next week at Twelfth andlowed at the' Armour Gard-
Trimble streets. Some of the city of.
net Home. ficials did not thoroughly understandOnly Five Per Cent. of Dead Identi- the privileges granted the festival
people, so that there could be no mis-fied. Relief Trains breaking Roc- understanding, this plain resolution
was sanctioned, and prohibits the dis-
posal 
soda.. All Honor -o Men OTHER lams IN 
of intoxicants upon the
• „„, a 
. WORLD OF SOCIETY. grounds, in the German Village.A 
- • •
44" • -V • When a carnival is givea. people sec Ii ceryboöy owning a canine hasfrom outside come here and want Jo paid the city license on the brute.
start lunch stands, ball-throwing If not, the canine is to be taken up,• 00 • -
racks, case racks and other tempors! killed and warrants gotten againstFORTUNATE ONE Ctrie of the most brilliant and at- ary stands of business for the festi- the owner. The wagon for the dogstractive weddings ever occuring is val week. To do any kind of busi- is auw being constructed, it to con-RELATE EXPERIENCE this city for a prominent young ness; people have to pay the city's sist of a huge cage on top a vehicle,• couple. was that of last evening at license, but for the enterainment inside which the captive brutes are to
• the Broadway Methodist church by week the municipal authorities have be hauled away to the dog pound be-st Miss Louise Cox and Mr. Jame, always heretofore given the carnivall low the I. C. incline, at foot of
error.
An eye
-witness says;
"I stood on Nob Hill with hun-
dreds of scantily
-clad and terror-
stricken men and women, and
watched the jets of flame that werebreaking out here and there in the
distance, fortelling the death and
. ruin which was befalling the helpless
city."
Newton W. Emmcns, a Piusburg
civil engineer, drew a vivid picture of
the 'destruction of San Francisco
when he arrived in Chicago yester-
day, on his way back to his ome
from the Golden Gate. Mr.
mena escaped unharmed from the
Hotel Argyle, which was directly
across the street fom San Francisco's$7.000,oiso court house, which was re-
duced to ruins. He obtained a num-
bet of photographs of the disaster,
which are reproduced by the Chicpgo
Examiner this morning. Mr Em-
mens' story is as follows:
"I was awakened" from a sound
sleep by plaster failing in the room.
I could hear a low 'rumbling noise,
which told the fearful truth. The
. city was being torn to pieces by a
series of earthquake shocks, and
• huge buildings were groaning and
swaying from the violence of the up-
heaval. Walls were falling into the
• street, and before I could get out o
bed I could hear the shrieks of the
injured 'filling the streets. I ran from
my room to the ground floor.
"Hundreds of women and men,
clad in their night clothes, were run-
fling hither and thither, crying and
praying in their helplessness. Many
started for the street, and then, real-
izing that the hotel was safer than
the thoroughfarefr, 'which were being
filled with falling walls and masses of
wreckage, they returned
I went back to my room and
dressed, and then, in company with
several men, started to find a tele-
graph office, so that I could notify
my family that I was safe. We went
clown Market street, and saw that an-
'BRILLIANT NO LIQUOR TO BE SOLD ON
henry Rudy, two of the city's best
known young1 eo It was decid-
edly a leading social affair and the,
elite and other friends were in at-
tendance many hundred strong, the
audience being one of the most fash-
ionable of gorgeously attired people
ever assembling to witness the union
0( heart and life of a happy and pop-
ul r pair. The attendance was prob-
ably the largest of any for years,
the huge auditorium and Sunday
school rooms .being unable to seat
the thong. 11 I 16111111The church decorations were very
beautiful, profuse smilax arrange-
nehnts adorning the arched doorway
dividing Sunday school room and
church proper, while embanked
around the chancel were potted
plants and other floral attractions
set with an artistic grace.
A few moments after 9o'clock the
bridal party entered all coming in
from the Seventh and Broadway
door, and passing up the right and
left aisles to the chancel. Misses
Anita Wood of Wichita, Kan., and
Ella Sanders came first, all attend-
ants walking along down the separ-
ated aisles, meeting at the altar.
Messrs. James Hodge of Henderson,
and Charles Alcott of here, came
next followed by Misses Rubye
Corbett and Ethel Brooks Then
came Messrs. Stewart Sinnott and
John Brooks, then Mesdames Saun-
ders Fowier and Thomas Hall, fol-
lowed by Messrs. Richard Rudy and
Witham Rudy. The maid of honor
Miss Martha Davis, entered down
promoters the permission to collect
and keep the license money paid by
people drawn here to sell their carni-
val articles for those six days. Here-
tofore, the Carnival people have had
some saloonist out in the city to get
the public legislators transfer the sa-
loonist's license to the festival
grounds, so intoxicants could be sold
in the German Viltage during • the
week. Now, for fcar that the festival
promoters may presume that the li-
cense concessions granted them the
privilege to sell liquor on the
grounds, the aldermen and council-
men adoped the resolution, which
specifies in broad terms that no in-
toxicants are to be disposed of there
under any circumstances next week.
During their separate special meet-
ing last night, the aldermen gave final
adoption to the ordinance granting
the street railway company the right
to lay tracks upon the streets men-
tioned through these cblumns yes-
terday, and which thoroughfares are
not now covered by the system.
Second adoption was given the
Campbell street. There the brutes
will be killed and turned over to the
"dog and animal crematory," sitting
in the river close by, and their car-
casses convetted into soap grease.
This finished all the business for
the aldermen, who adjourned their
extra session.
The council held a separate called
gathering, and confirmed the Monday
night action of the aldermen, in or-
fleeing that $soo be sent by this city
to San Francisco to assist the suffer-
ers of that unfortunate, city. The
-Money will be sent right away, and
the coital deeded not to claim from
the city treasury the $3 each is al-
lowed kir intending the called meet-
inasinuch as it was assembled
for especial purpose of allowing the
money, which is 'intended for char-
ity. ,•
The council confirmed the alder-
meirs order that the city license in-
spector accompany over the city the
caged wagon that will take up un-
tagged dogs and send them to the
slaughter pen.
WISDOMESTATE
EXECUTORS CONTINUE AT
DUTIES WITHOUT EXE-
CUTING BOND.
John Garner Has Dropped the Suit
to Test Marshall County's Spe-
cial $z Tax for Road
Purposes.
Yesterday, an the county court,
there was witklel
a
 
wn by Belk Wis-
dom Bronston l motion she made
the day before to -tequire Rev. W.
E. Cave and Mr. George C. Wallace
to execute bond to grantee the
faithful performance of their duties
as executors of the estate of the late
11. H. Wisdom. The judge had settomobiles, wagons and carriages 
were driving rapidly to hospitals fill- byterian church. The ceremony was 
the matter for hearing yesterday aft-
supplemented with the blessings of 
ernoon, but when it was called, Mrs.
was impassable, as it was filled with 
Bronston withdrew it, which meansed with the injured. Market street . ,
piles of bricks and wreckage. I 
the estate executors continue per-
forming their duties without any
t a eft aisle alone and was followed
by the charming bride, leaning upon
the arm of her brother, Mr. Charles
Cox. At the altar she was met by
the groom, whp entered from the
side door ircotnpanied. by his best
man Mr. Edwin J. Paxton. Reaching
the altar, Miss Cox took the arm
of her betrothed, and there they
were pronounced man and wife by
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First Pres-
wrre all down, and an.
 lay a devious
nd being reqiTed.
and windingroute made m Way t o Matter Dropped.• Nob Hill.
"There were hundreds of persons
gathered in that section of the city.
'We could see that fires were breaking
out here and there, and knew that
with the broken water mains ,t,he
I firemen could not check thefts. Fin-
'ally many of us reached theCfetry
and crossed the'hay to Oakland. The
whole city slept out in the open air
the next night, for even those whose
homes were not destroyed were
afraid to sleep under a roof for ear
of another shock. The next day I
tried to get back to San Francisco,
4 but the militia would not let us back
In the city."—Examiner.
44
•( New Shake Causes Terror.
San Franciaco, April 23.—A sharp
earthquake *hock was felt here at
10-39 o'clock tonight. It lasted
about three seconds and was from
. cast to west. No damage hie been
reported.
The tremblore, as Frisco people
call them, created much terror
throughout the city.
YER IN PEN
•
• 
CONVICTED FOR CONSPIRACY
TO DEFRAUD CITY ON
BOGUS CLAIMS.
Had $3,ocio,000 of Claims Against
City of Brooklyn f Se we
Flooding Lou.
New York, April 24.—William
0. Miles, a well known Brooklyn
lawyer, and formerly assistant dis-
trict attorney of Kings county, was
today sentenced to one year in the
penitentiary and to pay a fine of $goo
lifst. conspiracy? to defraud the city
by bogus claims for loss by the
flooding of sewers. His clerk,
Charles H. Wells, received a similar
sentence. Claims for damages
amounting to $3,000,000 were in
Miles' possession when he was ar-• (Continued on Page Eight.1 rest.d.
Mr. Day: aecves, former sheriff of
Marshall county, is in the city, and
yesterday said that John Garner, of
Benton, had decided not to carry to
the appellate court of this state his
suit, wherein Garner claimed illegal
the special tax of $1 assessed against
every citizen of Marshall county for
county road purposes. After Judge
Reed decided that the special tax was
legal. Garner announced he would
appeal, but now reconsiders and
drops the litigation by paying the $1
tax; and in addition the court costs
he had gone to fight the matter, ;t
totalling $42, exclusive of attorneys'
fees. Mr. Reeves was sheriff when
Garner brought he suit to prevent
him (Reeves) from selling Garner's
property to reflect the 41, and now
since the case was dropped, Reeves
collected the money due,
Sall Remainder Interest.
Trustee A. Y. Martin is now draw-
ing up'a petition, requesting Referee:
E. W. Bagby, of the banlernp court,
to order sold the remalider interest
Mit,E. Sale, the bankrupt, in prop-
erty belonging to his wife. When
measure permitting the car line to
take up tracks !upon certain streets
they now operate over.
4coad adoption was given the,res-.on directing thou the- $3,000 be
paid back the 'Cumberland Telephone
Company, it being the money the city
collected from the concern, with un-
derstanding that the company was to
get a certain land of franchise from
the city, but which specified grant
Sas never given the company.
Z. It was ordered that License In-
stieetor Ceorge Lilhnhard accompany
over the city the "dog wagon" to
PADUCAH COMMANDERY DO-
NATES Stoo TO SAN FRAN-
I, CISCO FRATERS.
At Conclave Last Night the. Anneal
Election of Officers
Occ-aer ed.
Last evening Paducali comman-
dery No. tt, K. T. met in stated
conclave in their asylum in the
Fraternity building. The annual re-
ports' were read and the election of
officers held.
• By a unanimous vote the com-
tuandery donated $too to the
stricken Knights Tomplars of San
Francisco, and elsewhere in Califoe-
nia.
_The1/4 officers elected were Geo. 0.
Ingram, commapilet; harry R.
Hank, generalissinio; E. W. Whitte-
more, captain general; W. H. Cole-
man, prelate; C. 0. Brown. senior
Warden; Fred Roth, junior warden;
J. H. Oehlseltlaeger, treastwer; Fred
Acker, recorder; J. W. Kelton,
standard bearttr; A.• E. Fulmer,
%Word beaver; H. L2Meyers,warder;
and H. W. Hills, sentinel.
•
Sale filed his petition in bankruptcy,
he claimed he had a homestead right
in the property, and this was ex-
empted. The creditors carried the
matter tia the United Staes district
court at Cincinnati, where it was de-
cided Sale's right o the property was
a "remainder interest," which means
that which would remain in his name
on death of his widow. Now the
trustee wants this interest sold, and
proceeds devoted to paying off Sale's
debts.
Decide Obstruction Cam.
Justice John J Bleich soil today'
some fine decide the case charging
Jim McKinney, of the county, with
obstructing a publia highway by
building a fenc-e out on to the road.
The mag'strate heard the evidence
last Saturday, but has not yet decids
ed the proceeding that was taken by
him under advisement at that time
nags
 
TEMPLAR
ELECT TEACHERS
10F THE SeNOOLS
This Will Not Be Done Next
Tuesday Evening.
ALUMNI ORGANIZATION
INFORMALLY DISCUSSED
Hon. Hal S. Corbett Delivered Bril-
liant Address- to High School
Children.
GRADUATING CLASS
FROM AMONGST JUNIORS
Supeiintendent Lieb of the public
schools yesterday said that he would
not recommend to the school that
the latter elect teachers next Tues-
day evening during their regular
monthly meeting. He believes it
would be best to wait until the
June meeting and make the selec-
tions, because if any of those Rip-
ptning to be in now, were not re-
elected it would result in them los-
ing interest in the work between
now and end of the school, and the
scholars suffer thereby with thei•
studies. Secretary W. H. Pitcher
said he had heard nothing about the
election, therefore it is more than
probable that the matter will go
over until the June session.
Ws Principals.
The six principals of the public
schools compose committee selected
to outline course of study for next
year, and they are gradually mak-
ing out the lists that will be finished
within a few weeks. They are in
re, hurry because the result of their
work does not become effective un-
til time for opening of school next
fall.
The principals have divided them-
selves up into committees of about
four each, and are taking up the
work systematically.
Preparing Their Parts.
The officers for the graduating
class are now preparing their parts
fine the commencement exercises,
but hive not yet finished.
Not Yet Settled.
The insurance companies have not
yot settled with the trustees the
loss incurred by the latter by
window glass breaking at the Wash-
ington building ois West Broadway,
cn account of the heat from the
Kelly fire next door. Just as soon
as the companies settle for the loss
the cracked panes will be taken out
and new ones placed in.
Organise Alumni.
Yesterday ifternoon a number of
ladies and' school teachers met at
the office of Superintendent Lich
on West Broadway and talked over
the coming organization of the
alumni of all people who have grad-
uated from this
no matter for this year or years
past. The gathering to organize will
be held next Friday afternoon at this
high school building and presspects
are for a very large alumni, as many
ladies and gentlemen w.ho graduated
years ago are taking much interest
in the movement.
Brilliant Address.
Yesterday morning for their open
ing exercise the scholars&
 of the
high sthoof, listened to prolabty the
most excellent address ever deliv-
ered them, it being by Hon. Hal S.
Corbett, the versatile and - talented
attorney of this city. He talked to
the children in a general way and it
proved of great interest and instruc-
 -_i__-_
(Coatinned on Third Page.)
TELEPHONE
INJUNCTION
Motion Be Made to Dissolve
Temporary Order. .
PERMANENT HEARING
UP IN NOVEMBER
Believed Telephone- Itople Will Re-
fuse to Accept ',Return
• •.
of $3,ocio.
COMPANY MUST `t•
OBEY THE CITY LAWS
Different in Illinois.
The governor of California does
not appear to he a than who moves
precipitately. San Francisco was de-
stroyed on Wednesday, and on Sat-
nrday everting he was considering the
advisability of calling a special ses-
sion of the legislature. In Illinois
the general assembly is summoned
whenever anybody in Chicago wants
a new primary law.
If the attorneys for the city of
Faducah do not make a motion be-
fore Judge Walter Evans of Om
United States court, asking that
there be set aside the temporary in-junction granted against this aiiii-
cipality in favor of the telephone
i.cople; thetewill go over until No-
%ember fhe injunction question al-
together, and not be taken up foe
trial until that time by the judge.
Judge Evans last week during thc
term of United States court here
granted the telephone people an in-junction, restrairiing the . city of
Paducah from interfering with the
telephone company's business in any
manner looking towards ousting the
company, from doing bingoesa in
Paducah. This temporary restrain-
ing order holds good and prevents
the city from trying to throw the
company out of town, until some
disposition is made of the order. The
only thing ,the city can do is to
make a motion before Judge Evvans
to dissolve the temporary orde-
against the municipality, and then
if this motion is overruled, the liti-
gation goes over until next Novem-
ber there will be taken up the
ptrmaMent injunction question. The
permanent point of the law ei1111110t
be taken tie before then.
Today there will be placed. in the
hands of City Solicitor James Camp-
bell, Jr., the check for $3,000 that
will be offered back to the telephone
people by the city, but it is expected
that the concern will refuse to ac-
cept the money.
Judge Evans did not exprese him-
seW in so many words when he
granted the company an injunction
against the city, but by his question-
ing and actions he indicated a be-
lief that the city should not keep
the telephone people's mSL Act-
ing on the idea that re urn of 'this
money will help the City oust the
company from doing business here
in Pichicah, the city legislators have
ordered placed •13,000 in 'the hands
of the city solicitor who is to tender
the coin back to the company, with
ititerest which has accrued during
thc past two years, it being that
long since that the company paid
the money over to the muhicipality.
isb—the--encleeeseiniing---thae—it—
squared all indebtedness the, tele-
phone people owed the city, and
with the further understanding that
tht municipal authorities were to sell
the company a certain kind of fran-
chise. The city never put up this
franchise for the company to buy in,
therefore the money is now ordered
returned. It is understood the tele-
phone people refuse to accept the,
coin back believing it will be to their
advantage in the courts, to show the
nieniciptqlty accepted the $3,0oo but
did not carry out its franchise part
of the contract. /f the . company
does refuse, it is believed this tender
by the city will be favorable to the
municipality in offering proof to the
court that the public authorities
were inclined to do the eight thing.
One city official yesterday said
they had not fully deelded but that
preihabilities were a motion would
he made to Judge Evans to dissolve
the temporary injunction against the
city, so the municipality could pro-
ceediiikith the suit it has filed in the
ilocal cirevit court, to oust the co/poration Irons doing business hereOne city authority yesterday an
• 
• (Continued on P.tge a.)•
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STOMACH OF
COLORED WOMAN
DR; RIVERS WROTE TO FIND
OUT WHAT HAD BEEN
DONE.
It Has Now Been Several Weeks
Since the Stomach Was Sent
Away. But No Annual Report.
It seems that a delay of an un-
usual nature is prevailing, as re-
gards Dr. Woody of Louisville
analyzing the stomach of Jemima
McChesney, the colored woman of
Eighth antl Washington streets who
died several weeks ago. The stom-
ach was sent to Dr. Hays of the
fsll city to be analyied, but he
wrote back he was not prepared to
do this character ot work in his
labratory, so turned the organ
over to Dr. Woody who is in posi-
tion to make the analysis. This was
about two weeks ago, but as yet no
word has been received from Dr.
Woody.
Monday Dr. Horace, Rivers wrote
the export asking him what he had
done in the matter, and urging that
be hurry up and make a report back
here, showing what the analysis
found in the stomacji. Dr. Rivers
was the physician who cut out ths
stomach the day the negress died,
and forwarded it to Louisville ex-
perts, under instructions from the
:local county court which bears the
expense of analysis, that is $too.
Dr. Rivers yesterday expressed
himself as-believing that hr. Woody
must be unusually busy with other
important things, and then agaiu he
may be finding the analysis a corn-
plicated one, and unable to immed-
iately determine the contents of ths
stomach. •
The woman sent her little girl to
l'terson and Wallace's drug store at
Seventh and Washington for qui-
nine, and she took the medicine
given the daughter. The mother
died in a few hours, and the analysis
will determine whether the druggists
sold her, quinine or other medicine.
TELEPHONE
(Continued from First Page.)
nounced that some people seemed to
think that when Judge Evans issued
the injunction against the &city, it
permitted the telephone pPople to
'go ahead and do juit ,as they wanted
to. This 'is an 'error, as the restrain-
ing order only refuses to let ths
municipal officers proceed with their
state court suit to oust the company,
and does not prevent the city com-
pelling the telephone company to
abide by the public laws, just like
ny other individual or company. If
the company violates any laws ;t
will be prosecuted just like anybody
ese. •
PURCHASING
COP'S BUSINESS
MASTER COMMISSIONER REED
FILES HIS REPORT
TODAY.
It Wi'l Show That the Concern
-Owes Over - geheeer and
One-Sixth That Sum.
•
":"^",' • -iv
•
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Severe Illness
when the bodily forces are kw, and
11111111%0444.
you are weak and feeble
otiEUSER-BUSCHts
fideti nto
will impart strength and bodily vigor.
The tissue-forming properties of Barley-
Malt are taken quickly into the circulation,
as this food-tonic 'is predigested and is
gratefully received and retained by the
most delicate stomach.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'is
St. Louts. V. S. A.
71•41rm••••91114111,1•41.••••4•Fr.- 7•••••rryrmillg.11WIIIIIMMAW1 111111111'1'7 -177.7 1 Trver.
houses owned by ,thef purchasing
corporation, and convert everything
into cash. He has completed all this
tedious work, with exception of
bringing here some money that is in
Atlanta, Ga., and belongs to the
company.
Just as soon as the list of debts
and liabilittes are filed the judge will
enter into adjudication of the litiga-
tion, by ordering what disposal shall
be made of the coin.
Yesterday the appellate court at
Frankfort sustained the action of
Judge Reed of the local circuit court,
in the case where H. ,H. Loving
had been indicted on the charge of
doing business for the purchasing
company without first procuring a
state license. Judge Reed sustained
a demurrer to the indictment, and
ordered the action dismissed, but
the commonwealth attorney John G
I.ovett, carried the case to the ap-
sellate bench, but there lost again,
the court deciding Loving had done
nothing wrong. Indictments had
been returned by the grand jury
here against C. E. Whitesides, W. B.
Kennedy, Dick Davis, H. H. Loving,
J. S. Bordeaux and others, who were
directors of the purchasing company,
charging them with operatinka com-
pany without license. It was de-
cided that the one against Mr. Lov-
ing should be a test case and it was
carried to the appellate onurt. The
dismissal of it means that the bal-
ance of the indictments wills be
thrown out also.
POWER OF
ATTORNEY
GEO. BEICHMAN GRANITI.D
THIS TO C. E. MILLER
YESTERDAY.
Many Deeds Continue Being Lodged
With the County Clerk to
Be Recorded.
A document lodged for record yes-
terday with the county clerk, show-
ing that power of attorney had been
granted by George Bcichman to. C.
E. Miller.
Licensed to Marry.
The following marriage licenses
were issued; James Henry Rudy,
aged 23 and Louise Cox, aged an;
Andy Hoffman, aged 26 and Ethel
Lloyd, aged 19 of the county; C.
Stanton Wilson, aged 28 of Lutes
line, Mo., and Ada Morris, aged 2/
After working for many months
on the matter Master Commission-
er Ce-sii keed of the circuit court.
will this morning complete and tile
in the court, his report, showing
the liabilities and assets of Ths
Feople's Home Purchasing company
which became defunct last year and
was forced out of business, by be-
ing thrown into the hands of a re-
ceiver, through medium of the
courts. The report of the master
commissioner will cover many
typewritten pages, and .shows thore
are about Roo parties, holding claims
against the defunct concern. The
total 'liabilities are 427,412.6o while
the assets will amount to only
s,cliso,1-7 -
When the suit • to wind up the
business of the purchasing company,
was filed in the circuit coat the
case was referred to the master
commissioner, in get up all the
ciaima against ,the company, and also
convert all properties the company
usenet', into available cash, to be
used in paying off the indebted-
ness. It has taken the cormnissioner
since last fall to get collfeted in all
the accounts agaiihst fie company.
and also sell the rea estate and
been married once before.
Property Sold.
Property on Florence street has
been sold.by L. D. Husbands to Y.
W. Baker for $300, and the deed
tiled for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
G. A. Chandler bought from M. D.
Cam it ell for $sso, property on Ten-
nesseir street.
Mrs• Fannie Clements sold to H.
V. Sherrill for $4,,000, property on
Fountain avenue and Jefferson
'street.
The West End Improvement com-
pany transferred to W. R. Brelsford,
for $300, property on West Monroe
street.
L. H. Helfer sold to Barbara
Scott 'fot $73, property in Lewis-
bnrg, --tht musty:
Barbara Scott bought from M. B.
Scott fely$75, property in Melber of
this cOltitt. 
'1.111111111
•For Saco, land nut .4n the coesty
was sold by W. D. and J. T. ICU
to Mrs. M. B. Scott.
W. R. Hecker sold for $250 prop-
erty on Ivinssac creek, to 6, W.
Young. .-
Joseph Klein transferred to Ed-
ward A, Medley for $sso, property
on Hays between Campbell and
Powell streets.
•
CHAUTAUQUA
SITE CHOSEN
IT WILL BE BEHIND OLD
THEATRE AT WALLACE
PARK.
Auditorium Tent Goes in the Open
Space While the Small Living
Tents Go in Abutting Woods,
The committee on grounds for the
Paducah Chautauqua Association
have selected the place for holdiu
the mammoth gathering that prd-
ises to be one of the greatest events
of this niture in the history of the
city, participated in by thousands
of people. The committee in decid-
ing on the grounds, has selected that
plot located two hundred feet in
the rear which tops the hill of Wal-
lace park. They believe the*
grounds wit be the, most suitably
located for the purposes and will
immediately get them into -shape.
Right behind ,where 'the old burned
stimmes theatre formerly stood, is
al. open space several hundred feet
wide and several times as long. On
this the‘ committee contemplates
spreading the huge auditorium tent,
which will contain seats enough for,
several thousands, and wherein the
platform will exist for the speakers
and entertainers. Right on the
other side of the open plot of
ground is a huge clump of woods
that is to be used for the tents to
be erected under which canvas win
reside hundreds of outsiders coming
here to" participate in the gathering.
All this ground is rolling, well
drained, and could not be improved
upon for the purpose desired.
Mr. James A. Shaw has returned
to his home in Bloomington,
hut announced before departing, that
he would be back here sometime he-
twen May 1st and sth to remain for
some days in shaping filings up for
the opening of the chautauqua dur-
ing June.
DISTRICT FOR
NS
ORDINANCE WILL BE DAAWN
UP AT ONCE FOR
• ADOPTION.
License Committee Decides All
Saloons Must Be Inside Clay
Tenth. Norton and the River.
The license committee of the city
legislators has decided upon the
district, °inside of which no saloons
will be permitted to flourish inside
this city, and the ordinance com-
mittee at its next meeting, will in-
struct the city solicitor to ,draft the
ordinance necesarry to enact into a
: binding law, the boundaries selected
for the "saloon district:: The or-
dinance will he in for adoption at
the Meeting of the council, which is
one week from next Monday even-
ing.
, The license committee has de-
cided to start the district at Clay
street and 'the river front, carry it
out tlay to Tenth, over Tenth to
Norton, down Norton to the river,
and along the river to Wace of start-
ing. at Clay street. Vie committee
}by the new law provides that witpn
this, district alone, saloons shall
flourish, while outside none will be
licensed to do business.
In establishing this boundary the
city legislative boards had the mat-
ter referred to the license committee
which fixed the district, and have
now turned it over to the ordinanca
committee to bring in the law that
%Till make their decision binding.
It is understood that the peopls
running saloons outside this district
are preparing to put up a vigorous
fight and try to defeat the boun-
daries, because if established, those
beyond the limit, will have to close
up their places of business.
The main object in establishing
these boundaries is to weed the
grogshops out of the residence and,
suburbs portions of the city whet.:
there develops a character of saloons
hard to handle, and especially those
which permit females to frequent the
places. It is against the latter thSt
the greatest complaint has always
been made, while it is believed that
it would he best to force as many
saloons as possible out of the resi-
dence parts of town.
LOCATES WEST
MR. JESSE CURD PREPARING
NOW TO LEAVE
SHORTLY.
He Will Start a Newspaper in Bo-
koshe, I. T., and Later One
in Spiro.
Mripiesse j f:nrd, the wdl knownt
mail -carrier, expects to leave •omor;1
row or next day for Bokoshe, I. T
to loestc and start his newspaper.
He packed up his household
goo '.i, ‘ie believes lit can depart by
at the outside H,! w;,1 be
accompanied by Mr. Page Fontein,
the well.known newspapes man, who
will have charge of Vie composing
looms for the new plan'.
Mr. Curd n:/t newspaper man
F'rif, buL 1.AS hessn in :he it' ser-
vice for several years past. , He hia.s
organized his company, and male an
arrangements fqr the Bokoshe paper,
while later may Issue one also over
at Spiro, which is only a sliest dis-
tance from the first mentioned citt.
He made ell his arrangements whit
out to those • places several weeks
ago.
Mr. Curd thinks Bokoshe is one of
the most prospective cities of the ter-
ritory, being greatly surprised when
he visited there a month or two ago, ow 
to see what rapid strides were being
made in bringing the community up
to a metropolitan city. Ile believes
IlT"trtti ef""^"A-4 Office 170-7 Meyers SI,imporisof.e.
SMILEY FINE- D.
— -
He Is Assessed Penalty of $30 For
Selling Without a License.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Charles Smiley, colored, was
given a continuance until today of
the warrant charging him with sell-
ing liquor without a license doann
or Kentucky avenue between First
and Second streets. He is the form-
er 4aloonist whose license was taken
away from him. After court ad-
joyrned yesterday Smiley was 'fined
$36
Shell) Landers, colored, was held
to the grand jury on the charge of
false,frw:spring. lie swore
oLth dist he dirnai curse and a tift
Mettle Love, negress, when it Was
woven he did.
Will Scott was fined $s and costs
for a breach of the peace.
Handy to Have Akound..
When it comes to raising a relief
fund, the octopus. the trust, the mo-
'wooly and the swollen millionaires
are handy to have around.
Telephone 377,
"Ostermoor"
All that's Best in Mattresses Guaranteed
by us as well Ostermoor.
Take care---don't be fooled.
Look for the Label'
Put there by:Ostermoor for your protection. Beware
Orliiiiiitions trading on the Ostermoor success. We
sell the genuine.
ttirli
We have just received a lot of new
Mattings, our first purchases having
proven such good sellers.
Jap Matting, cotton warp, at
12 1-2c, 18c, 20c, 25c, 30c. ,"
China Matting, heavy straw, at
20c, 25c and 30c
L. B. Ogilvie alb Co.,
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
MAIM, LtIN6ER & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. K
or Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
1011111111111111111111111M111111111001111111111
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHE. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WC
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
Nothing will be done well that you
do yourself if you don't know how
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. O.
•
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min•
utes time at the
4
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
.as3 Stondwas.
me photos at unheard of prices. ,
y & Cook.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highst Excellence....
I. •-••••
s
tb,4t(tIC id Cthnred Class and
Is a ,for. the dialer.
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, , PADUCAH, KY.
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' $4,-*suoillogmErfr troupe seemingly tioutrole. the 'awe ofe,gravitation in each ' of their manydeath defying .deeds of daring. Or ?ANVERS 'HELD
them it may be truthfully said they
6 ,
OR ROSE ESTATE: ln where all other aerialietst stop.most top, of. the hime canvas dome THEIR MEETIIIGWorking on apparatus at the upper-
1 and without a net or safe guard ofany kind beneath then, these . ven-
turesome nom and women execute
FIDELITY AND CASUALTY their many hair raising stunts with THE PARK QUESTION IS TO
the game unconcurn the average per-
BE VIGOROUSLY
son partakes of a dinner. WhereverCOMPANY HAS TO PAY t.
ROSE POLICY. I seen they are proclaimed- by press AGITATED.
1 and public post-graduates of their
-I- dangerous prqfession., Cole Brothers
r • i 
United Shows will exhibit Friday if-
_
ternoon and evening April 27, in Pa-
There 13 -.ebrnitted to Judge the Suit ducah, at which time show-goers in
this vicinity will be afforded an op.
of Lawyer Harper Against the portunity of seeing this wonderful
Afternoon Sun. troupe. It, however, is only one of
the _several mighty feature acts to be
placed on view by these shows which
do not no.,y !lay.. aed,nev.r ...mei: hail
room for 'threadbare and worn out
' Yeeterday, in the Circuit court, numbers. Before obtaining a con'.
. Judge Reed gave judgment to plain- tract with the Cole Brothers, per-
tiff against defendant for $4,500, in formers must be able to "deliver the
the suit of Felix G. Rudolph, admin- goods" and they have got to be
istristio• of the estate of the Rerbert something • better than others possess,
A, Rose estate, against the Fidelity too. Imitators are never tolerated
and Casually Littlrance company. : and as a result every name upon the
Rose was killed last August by lff.-1- program of these shows is that of an
If. Loving ip the Fraternity building, originator 'fic !1is or, her ita.spective
1 •and at the time carried an accideht jine. E4n; tire .elashfitg partitulers
Oldie). in this insurance company, in the games of modern Rome strive the preachers present at the gather-
which refused to pay the amount of their gyitest at every performance ing yesterday, and they discussed the
the policy on the ground that the to enact/over their icompetitoes. -It matter ,- thortughly from its various
death was pot by accident.. The ad- is because of all this that Cole.. Melee, aind iitlally selected a commite
ministrator of the estate. filed stilt Brothers irote.oe s shows are today alone and tee that is to look further into. the
and now gets judgment, the court unrivalled. ' t* : proposition and see what step they
deciding the tioinpany is liable under think best had be taken by the de
the policy. . ; . vines. This committee is compose
%sell from Bunyon Begwell. ELECT TEADIERS Wright' and Rev. R. W. Bass, of tIllA divorce was granted Sarah Beg- of Rev. T. J. Newell, Rev. D.
there was overruled defeSdant's Broadway Methodist. Grace Episcoi
demurrer in the suit of J. W. Bean pal and Tenth Street Cltrilitia9
against Lawyers Taylors and Lucas. churches respectively •l'They will ree(Continued from Page Celle.)
J. W. Bean is the father of Engineer
 port at the next meeting, to be held.
Robert Bean, of the I. C. The father
claims Taylor id Lucas owe him 
'tion, not only to the little ones, but the codling Monday, by the minis:
n ter..
several hundred dollars, beoause they the profe
ssors and teachers also. .
The main object of. the prcachere
enticed his son into this state so serv-
ice could be gotten on him by Taylor Junior Graduates, 
is to have a downtown park, while
I and Lucas for 'the Stevenson. Nichols The junior graduating class for 
the secondary motive is lo get the
conlmunity rid of the scarlet district
and other suits corning about on ac- thie year has been made out, arid that is included in the territory men-
count of the deati and injury to the shows the latter pupil!' in it t tinned above. ,It will be only a few
picnic party by Eigierer Bean's train Clark Bondurant, Eloise Brad.
t years until this district is right in theat Dawson severe: years ago. shaw. Bell Nichols, Florence Loeb. center of the city; therefore, it should
There %es. set for trial on the loth Vera Johnston, Clarence Virgin, be moved, and the location converted
of this term of entre the trial of the Brent Janes, David Yeiser, Jessie
suit of the Mecnanics and Farmers Cloys, Lillian Hobson, Nelia Hat-
Savings bank against Joe I. Fried- field. Lorenzo Emery. Lucia Powell,
man. . Francis Clark, Nannie Mae Scopes.
Thtre were xaived the jury in the Henrie Alcott, Essie Blacknall, An-
suit of Iswyernarper against the Ai; !label, Acker, Robert Hanly, India
ternonn Sun, aid the action submitted Long. Ethel Hawkine
to the court indivitinally. Harper The class officer has not yet been
claims the parer compromised the
chosen, but will be shortly
suit of Allen Free, who was repre-
sented by Hearer as a lawyer, with-
oust the attoriey's consent bring se-
cured to the ettlement. Harper sues
the paper for the fee he would have
gotten from Free if the latter had
not *tapped the litigation %against
the paper fee publishing errOneous
artielts that greatly damaged him.
The articleaclarmed that he was in-
sane. became he kept the dead body
of his son ipoard his shantyboat, and
the newsgiper paid Free a certain
sum of moiey to drop his suit aginst
them.
01.•••
A Curious Verification !A Prophecies.
Here at Spangler's prophecies for
oao6, pubished at the beginning of
the year n the New York World:
The disolution of Russia.
The otrthrow of Turkey.
The ssassination of the Czar oi
Russia
The asassination of the Sultan 0;
Turkey
The irevention of three wars liy
Presidet Roovvelt.
A pritracted race war in the south.
Destuetive spring floods in the
UnitedStates.
A 4structive eruption of Mount
Vesuutas.
The activity of Mount Pelee arid
Popoet epelt.
Volanis eruptions in all parts of
the vorld.
Th eruption of many volcano
now supposed to be extinct.
Grat loss ot life at sea by storm.
Dstruction of two western cities
by 'clones.
Arthquakes in all parts of the
weed.
festructive earthquake in Califor-
el and the Philippines.
rfe‘ 
reat disturbances all over Europe.
he suinnor of tero6 will he hot
sultry throughout the temperate
sne,with extensive death rate.
Christ will make his spirit felt
enong the people of the Unit?.d
itates and England, in wl'ich Cowl-
ties there are to be fervent relig:oes
tsnd political movemeriti %duct. 71-1
?to overcome in e gr.iat depre. ,the
/present 'tpiiit of graft and c
The United States will contintie as
a world power and the leader of
other nations.
Pennsylvania is to have an admira-
1 ietration of the people and tha:
, coverlet of corruption will be dis-
covered which will 3riye some of the
guilty to !mid&
God will wreak .terrible. vingeance
upon the Russians for the massacre
of the Jews.
'They Deliver the Goods.
F.ter anxious to offer the very ner-
est and most novel acts, regardless
f cost or trouble, the Cole Brothers
his arson present among a grand
roftision of awe-inspiring marvels
ith their united shows the incom-
table Aerial De Espas. Each and
cry member of this .matchless
Cloonan Under Bond.
Engineer Eduard Cloonan, of the
Illinois Central railroad, yesterday
executed bond for his appearance be-
fore the next term of court to an-
swer the charge of maliciously cut-
ting Harry Allen, the saloonkeeper
of South Third near Broadway.
Cloonan was indicted last week by
the grand jury betore the criminal
Court closet; the Saturday just pass-
ed. The engineer is an I C. man,
and one day last summer at Eighth
end Broadway got into a tight with
Allen, who claims Coonan made an
insulting remark about a lady rela-
tive of his. Alley whipped Cloonan,
and they were separdted, and the
crowd started on down the street,
when Cloonan, with an unexpected
Swipe of his knife, cut Allen's throat
for many inches. causing the latter
to nearly bleed to death.
SIGNED CONTRACT
THE DOCUMENTS WILL BE
GOTTEN INTO SHAPE
BY TODAY.
Contractor Ingram Will Begin at
Once Work of Erecting Addi-
tion—Small Blaze
Yesterday.
a".
into a centrally situated park.
The committee will frame up the
best step it deems advisable and re-
port their recommenditions to tht
balance of the pastors.
Some people advocate that a bond
issue be submitted to , the people • fru
money to buy these several blocks
of ground, and convert it into a park,
because the ready money is not in
the trea.ur) fir this perpose
Payments During Four Weeks.
The Old Mutual Life of New York
paid during the four weeks of Feb-
ruary, 1906. $2,000,000 in round num-
bers, in death claims and matured en-
dowments tp policy holders. No
other company can show a record ap-
proaching this. In the two essential
points of strength, assets and surplus
over all liabilities, the Mutual Life
stands first. Don't experiment with
anything new or cheap but see,
J. M. QUINN, Dist. Mgr.
roe Fraternity Building
Claim Notice!
McCracken Circuit court, E. 0.
Thomas, administrata, etc., Plif.,
agt. Equity, vs. Anthimy Payne,
etc., defts.
Ordered that thls action be re
ferred to Cecil Reed, master com-
missioner, of this court to take
ptoof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of jinnie Payne, deceased,
and all persona having claims
against said estate are required to
properly verify and file the* same,
before said commissioner, on or be-
fore the sth day .of May, 19036 or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the administrator,
unadministered; and all persons are
hereby enjoinel and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through tliis suit.
Chief James Woods, of the fire de- Ordered that this order be published
partment, will today have some in The Padecah Daily Register as
changes made in the contract drawn required by law!
tip for signature by Contractor This April 9th, 1906.
Geerge Ingram, ' to whom has A cop atteet:
mg the addition' to the §outh Side
tire department house at Fourth and
Elizabeth streets. The contract was
&awn up several days ago, but some
Alteretions have to be '112 C in it,
and then the., document kivrm Mr. In-
gram to sign, wherein he agrees to
do the work properly.
Contractor Ingram has been resely
to Aar' the work for the past week,
latit,had to wait until there was drawn
VIM' -hi, signature and atm that of
the city officials the contract etipu-
lating what ie to be done by him.
He said yesterday that just ae won
as they signed hip with him.he would
start things off, 'being ready to eent-
menee at a `moment's notice.- The
addition is to he put sip -on the rear
end of the present building, and, to
cost about $t,2oo
• Small Blue.
The eoalhouse in the rear df
John Oehlschlaeger's home on Sixth
near Broadway took fire last after-
noon about 5 o'clock and was de-
stroyed, but the loss is very small.
It ia thought the wooden structure
ignited from some live coals in an
ash pile standing out that way. The
blaze was extinguished with the.
chemical engine.
K.
fly R. B. Hay, D. C
Committee of Divines Chosen to
Look Well Into Question and
Report What Move
to Take.
Yesterday, morning the ministers
of the city met ar the Broadway I Dr. Sidney smithgetbodist ohurch and. took up ths
question of seeing what assistance • DENTIST.
they could lend- towards . having. es-
tablished the downtown public park Office over Globe Bank and Trussin the territory now bouuded , by
Ninth, Eleventh, .'Wtts4tigton ,linel Co., Sof Broadway.
Bload way. ,Tfiere , ykerg itaiiily t, all 
Rock, -Rye
dOd :Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a seasonable ep-
illation especially adaptd for coughs
and colds accompanied bylevir as Is
La Grippodli-te.
Vary Palatabie.
50e and $1. Bottles.
BACON'
DRUG31'AIES.
7th & Jackson ass. phone agilk Clay Sta.. oisooe al
Henry's'
Headache'
Powders
• Will be keenly appreciated
niter a trial by people who suf-
fer from- he adaches—sevtre or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail te
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. n. Oehlschlaeger
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law
Room No. s.
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah.
Kentucky.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
Rooms $ and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone oo.
IPECJALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real estate Law
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magrlfe-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
_ _TEL. 23.1-
eleenate
; COULSON.
SDI VI II.
Steam and Dot Water licatinq•
Phone 133. 544 Broadway
e.
INSURE
L. L. nEpou-i-
General Insurance Agency
4‘411•1111
Office'306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 169e
Subscribe For The'llegister
- a
A GOOd Bicycle•
is equivileitt to a horse ready saddled and bridled at your dbor, with
spirits as high as your own, and and sensetively responsive tip pres-
sure of foot and touch of hand.
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch"
and "Imperial" Bicycles
are s.ill in the lead. The Peer of the cycle builders art.. Easy run-
ning and speedy.
If in .the market for a wheel it will pay you to see our line. We.
can save you money. Bicycles $15,00 up.
Cheapest stock of tires bells pumps saddles, etc., in the city. See
the great King Bee tire. Thick wearing sarfoel, for hea
vv riders.
Repair department in charge of expert cycle machinists.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." EASY PAYMENTS.
THE OLD RELIABLE.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and 128 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
We are now open
for business at
121-123 N.
Fourth St.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
 •
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
AN....
McCracken Circuit Court, F. G EDISONRudolph, administrator of Ida Ethel
Hessig, deceased, plaintif,f,,L,vs. petit-
ion in equity. H. T. Hessig, etc., de- STANDARD
fendant. .
PHONOGRAPHOrdered that this action be referr-ed to Cecil Reed, master commisileig-
er of this coart to take proof of ale 4
SCtS and liabili,tie ef .the estate of
Ida Ethel \ Heseisr, 'de'cease'd. and all
persons having. claims against' said Will bring pleasure so your
estate are- required to. properly verily home during the long winter
and file POKE before said commis-
sioner, on oei before, the 5th day of evenings. They are playing
May, 1906; or 'they will he forever now at our store. Celtic in
barred from asserting any claim
against the, assets in the hantle of the and hear them. Then you'll
atdminiterator, unadministered; And Want one. Big selecting' et
all persons are hereby enjoined and
s
restrained, from collecting their record.
claims against said eetere except
order he publitihed in The Paducah 'Cl1041CRAL* INSURANCEthrough this suit. Ordered that this
Daily Register as required by law.
Given under my hand. as clerk 
^I I Warren & Warren 116 Fraternity' Building
said court, this the rath day of April,
By B. HAY,
J. 'A. MILLR, Clerk, I 403 Broadway
'
[Residence Phone, 323
•
111
1906. Jeweler! Office Phone, 484-A
E57ATE AGENCY
eADVCAH REAL- M'''S WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM EARS
1110K1;1LY PAY1VIT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. NVES7ERN
Ir-laG ge
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
4 W.. WAITTERION.C. endue-eine 4.
Abram L. Weil •Se Co,
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability„ Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - Residence Phone 724
eic
Claim Notice,.
• 4)
J. • HUGHES
ITHE'‘REG1STERi
i•
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporatod)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILliELM, Secretary.
.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year  • 4300
Six Months  2.5u
Three Months  1.25
One Week ,  ao
r Anyone failing to receive thia4aper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
•••:./.,:ati,,
..•,•:" - ., • ./..„
'WHAM!
.4,...........3,
. ..
W•dnaed,Y. April 35. 1906.
.-
HUIr to Stop iloguo Suits.
The dispatches tell 'Of a ;•well
known.' lawyer of Brooklyn being
sentenced to one year in the peni-
tentiary- 'for • conspiracy, and to pay.
a fine ca $soo.
' It seems that he had served that
city as assistant district attorney, and
after retiring from office, he turned
kls eaersie,s .towards getting up a
lot oi bogus clams against the city
for supposed damages by the sewers
oo ding property. At the time af
his arrest he had claims aggregating
the enormous sum of $3,000,000, and
no doubt when he sought these dam-
age suits he thought he had struck a
bonanza, but his conduct landed him
in the penitentiary, where he will
have ample time to reflect over his
misdeeds.
We know of nothing more repre-
hensible in a lawyer than for him
to have served the public and >then
turn right around and solicit suits
against the very people who furnish-
ed him employment. In the case of
the Brooklyn shyster, he was a men-
ace to the peace and welfare ef that
city, but happily for the people the
strong arm of the law reached out
and arraigned him before the courts
on a criminal charge. This course,
will be approved by all.honest people,
and it is the only way to rid a com-
munity of such ehysters and legal
sharks.
The example set by Brooklyn
should. be followed by every city,
town art3 village.., in the country in
which such detestable characters arc
to be found. For we guarantee that
it will be many years before any
other lawyer will run around and try
to get bogus claims against the city
of Brooklyn. Even if thst city had
submitted to being held up or. those
clatnis, and paid ten cents on
the dollar, it would have neut.('
that shyster and his clients $soo.aoo;
or if the city had only paid on cent
on the dollar it would have netted
the sum of $3o,000, and with one-
half going to the attorney, he wo:dd
have mad' the neat sutn of Sts,000.
It is 'safe to say that when be gets
• out of the penitentiary that h,: swill
not resume the practice of law ist
Brooklyn, where he was classed as "1
well known attorney." The.-rsas.sn
be bore that reputation was because
the people had not found nut hic trns
character. Whk ere left t.ht public
service and began suing th'e city he
came out in his %tie colors.
A dispatch announces that Mary
'Anderson Navareo will visit Ken-
who had a life policy might "disap-
pear"' trail the policy is collected,
.lisnce the companies will he a little
slow about settling policies unlesN
absolute proof of death is furnished.
So we may assume that attemyts
will be grade to defraud the compin-
ies, and the companies, in turn, never
be called upon to pay some policies.
IS MOUNT 1CRIPPLED?RACKET STOREu
WARDEN OF PRISON THINKS
e HE IS UP TO SOME
, TRICK.
The followinj paragraph from the
Louisville Post gives some idea of Sheriff
the value of a monopoly of electric
lighting:
"refrs Snead *says the contract with
the city requires the city to protect
the lighting company from competi-
tion. That then means that the
hoard. of ..Ittailie works has of its nwn
volition, without ordinance or adver-
tisement, granted the lighting com-
pany an .exclusive franchise for the
whole city. The lighting company
has said the Atherton ordinance con-
ferred a 'franchise worth $roo,000,
yet it was not an exclusive franchise,
and did not require the city to pro-
s
tect it against competition. By that
comparison, the "contract," which is
to protect the, lighting company
against competition, must be worth
several times Sloo,000."
False Prophets Arise.
Some preachers of the Dowie
Dowie stripe and other self styled
preachers though less widely adver-
tised, and still as simple, attribute
the great coast calamity to the sin-
fulness of the city. How cruel and
inhuman are such intimations. If no
city and towns had been reared
near Vesuvius and on our California
shore, if no living person, bear or
bird' had lingered near, those erup-
tions and quakes would have oc-
curred just the same and at the
same moment precisely. Christian-
ity is handicapped by having such
fools in its procession, for other
lesser fools listen to them and be-
liter in their false reaching..
Let Us Have More Light.
.(I.;oulsville Post.)
When the Atherton ordinance was
introduced proving for the sale of a
new electric franchise, the representa-
tives of the old codipany declared
that it carried a franchise worth
$too,000, and they complained that
they were by the terms of the ordi-
nance excluded from bidding on it.
This was in effect a declaration
thgt the Louisville Lighting com-
pany was ready to pay Sloo,000 for
the lighting monopoly of the city of
Louisville,
In our judgment, they could well
afford to pay more than that, but
they claim a monopoly now under the
nance.
John Ogilvie Telegraphed
Last Night le Know if Boys
Can Be Received at Re-
form School.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and his
guards returned yesterday afternoon
at o'clock -from where
they carries to the brand' peniten-
tiary the nineteen men con:Acted dun-
In gthe recent term of cri *nal court
and given sentivices in i
The sheriff Oats& the kearden
of the penitentiary seemed to be a
little suspitioussablfut Willis Mount,
who got seventeen years in the peni-
tentiary for killing Willis Nutty two
years ago above The. Stag saloon,
on North Fourth street. After the
sheriff had turned the men' all over
to the prison officials, the convicts
were taken on inside. Shortly
thereafter the. warden_ came to the
sheriff and wanted to; ktioav how
liscoef t happened to be crippled.
Sheriff Ogilvie. was selprised, and
replied that the young fellow had not
been crippled while in this city or
being carried to Eddyville. The war-
den told the sheriff that Mount
claims he had been crippled. 'The
prison officer feared that Mount was
up to some kind of a trick and
would try to ply crippled, get priv-
ileges and then break out. The war-
den said one man got away from
them in the same manner, and they
did not intend to take any more
chances with the convicts.' Mount
formerly lived in Eddysille, and was
a guard in the penitentiary; there-
fore, as they went through town and
into the prison, he was .greeterl by
many of his friends and former asso-
ciates.
Sheriff Ogilvie last night wired thel
Lexington, Ky., reform school au-
thorities to know if they had room
enough at the institution for Ison
A. Scott and Tom Albritton. The
sheriff wrote them to this effect sev-
eral days ago, but no reply was ever
received to his communication. Me
will hear by this morning, and if
the lads can be received, he and Dep-
uty Sheriff Gus Rogers will leave
with them, and also with Nannie
Gray, the negrese. who goes to the
Frankfort prison to serve time for
breaking into -Joe Gardner's drug
store. Mr. Ogilvie does not want to
action of the board of aldermen,1 take away
which has defeated the Atherton or. /0 is no room
the lads, and then getting
dinance and the Chatterson ordi- 
to Lexington, find there 
in the institution for them.
_ 
The demand is now made that ail
of the small electric companies
throughout the city be denied the
right to furnish electricity to nearby
consumers. These small establish-
ments have been the sole check upon
the electric lighting company, and
they wish to have that check remov-
ed under the declaration that it is a
violation of the constitution.
The new constitution is designed
to secure control of corporations
through competition, and to get for
public franchises the highest possible
price. 4
But these provisions designed for
the people's protect on have been
used largely, for the protection of
corporations. The traction company
has seen to it that franchises for
new lines were sold piece-meal, and
that they began always at some ter-
minus of,existing lines. This exclud-
ed competition, and Kr merely a
ruiminal sum the traction company
has been year by year enlarging tit:
area stlbjected to its domination.
The lighting company hopes1 to
profit by. these‘same lessons. We be-
lieve its contention to be altogether
untenable. The streets belong to 'the
city of Louisville. They are to he
used for the benefit of ,the citieens
of Louisviile. It seems a little auda-
cious for a company that has been
disfiguring the streets of • the city
with its poles and obstructing it with
its wites now to object to the use of
the citthise t oroug arts
mitting light or powsr from some
small station to some small contfuni-
her visit will be the first to het- child-
hood home since she left. America.
A royal 'Kentucky welcome awaits
the home-coming of the late rotes:,
of the 4American stage. We doubt if
there is a living Kentucky ‘somati
snore universally loved than Mary
Anderson, and long after her death
her memory will he cherished in the
hearts or the generations yet to
A-orne.
While the insurance companies,
life, fire and, accident, will have
to pay out tnillinns of dollars on
losses at San Francisco, Jet hun-
dreds of thousahds of dollars will
never be claimed because the entire
families of some of the policyholders
were destroyed and no trace of .them
left. Hundreds of bodies wsre burn-
ed beyond recognition, and all means
of establishing, many death losses
were wiped out. Reduced down to
these conditions, the matter of pay-
ing losses becomes quite a problem,
for there is another feature to be
considered. add that II, some of those
•sest •
Cr.
The difficulty is to secure from the
yoneral entitled fair consideration
of any proposition for the protection
of the city or of the citizens. The
citizia s have been indolent or asleep.tt
The rporations have been alert,
active nd wih de-awake. The Evening
Post takes no stock in the wholesale
charges of bObery. It sees in the ac-
tiVity of the corporation simply, that
of a business instinct which has only
one. thing in view, and that profit.
Wk have a solution of all of the con-
outs developments of the past few
months in connection with the light!
ing ordinance's, but these revelations
should awaken the community to the
necessity of protecting 'their own
rights.
DIRECTORY
PRESIDENT
•
The World's Happiest People.
The happiest people in the world as
a class are the independent agricul-
turists of the United States, with
homes of their -own, a competence
caved, families growing lip in 'honor,
every reasonable comfort present,
and every lawful Ambition gratified
or provided with agencies of gratifi-
catiok—Louisville Herald.
MR. S. D. SMITH HERE WIND-
ING UP BUSINESS FOR
NTW- ISSUE.
President S. D. Smith of The
Caron directory company of Louis-
ville, has arrived in -the city to be
here several days seeing about clos-
ing many contracts they have here
for adNertising and subscriptions to
the'new direetopy they ace now pre-
parineto get out for tbiti city. His
canvessers and solicitors hav& been
here for the past two enonths, get-
ting up the names and addresses of
all Paducah people and firtns to be
incorporated in the directory that
will be out and. ready for (*livery
sometime during June, and he climes
down to see about winding tip the
work as rapidly as possible. I Thi;
company is. ties 14 Oriels* diieetories
in the country, as evidenced by thei
one they got out two years ago,
which could not be improved in any
particular.
Awaiting Fixtures.
Manager W. J. Decicer of the local
office for the Southern Express com-
',any of South Third street near
Broadway. is waiting for the new
office furniture and rixtuies that are
ecming from Pittslaurg .and Chicago
for him. When they arrive they will
be installed in the buildingi at 430
Broadway beside the R. W. Waller
drug store where the express com-
pany will move from its present lo-
cation on Third., The new outfit
was manufactured especially for the
nce quarters.
• •At •
New Trolley Line.
Word from Benton is that a
movement has been started out that
way to build and run igto this city
from there, an electric, interurban
railway line. The project Is Yet in
its infancy and only being talked of
hy some capitalists of the adjoining
county..
• Quickly Re-Building.
Contractor George Katterjohn is
rushing things as regards panting up
Vie wall to- the new Culley
so the rafters and joists of th.
1**
WE ARE SHOWING A GREAT LINE OF PRINTED WASH
GOODS AND CALL ATTENTION To THE TEN CENT LINE OF
LAWNS AND BATISTES.
THIS LINE COMES WHITE GROUND, WITH ALL SORTS
OF NEAT DOTS, SPOTS, FIGURES, STRIPES AND FLOW-
ERED STYLES. IN THE LOT ARE 1254 AND 15c GOODS
AND ALL GO AT toe A YARD.
THERE'S A GOOD LINE OF FIVE CENT LAWNS—NOTH-
ING LIKE IT O'ER OfritERED4EFORE AT THE PRICE,
STYLES ARE VP-TO-DATE AND THE CLOTH IS EXCELLENT.
MOUSSELINE DE FLEURS AND CHIFFON OMBRE WITH
THE STUNNING ORGANDIE PATTERNS AT asc. THESE ARE
REGULARLY 60fLD AT 35c, BUT `LIR PRICE IS ac.
Linens and Linen
Finishes *
SPLENDID QUALITY OF IRISH LINENI ONE YARD WIDE,
25c AND 35c A YARD.
"GRIMM! LINEN" A FINE COTTON FABRIC IN WHITE
,
BLACK AND COLORS AT laVic.
"Q" QUALITY GLASCOW LINEN FINISH AT raysc. THIS, AS
•
YOU KNOW IS THE HEAVY GRADT.
THE LIGHTER WEIGHTS OF GLASCOW LINEN' FINISH AT
toc, tay2c AND rItc A YARD.
THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE SCORES OF GOOD
THINGS WE HAVE TO OFFER YOU IN "TUB" GOODS.
WON'T YOU COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU THIS
INTERESTING OOCLLECTION OF SPLENDID GOODS?
THE PRICES, IN MANY INSTANCES, ARE THE LOWEST
YOU W.ILL HAVE QUOTED YOU.
PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
Hawkins buffet beside can be hung
to the new wall, and the buffet place
gotten into good condition, so busi-
nest can be resumed again in it by
the Messrs. Hawkins. Instead of
Cnishing all the basement and
foundation excavations for the Cut-
ley building, the contractor put all
the men to work excavating for the
wall to be used jointly by Culley and
Hawkins, and a large number of
brick masons were put to work yes-
terday morning laying the wall on
that side in order tO get it up quick-
ly, hang the joists for Hawkins and
oput his building back.
Mr. Katterjohn believes he will
have things done so the Messrs
Hawkins can move back into their
cid stand by the last of next week
Go slow and get lei'.
-
"THE
WHITE
Airlinuall Carnivall
April 30 to May 5.
CITY."
•
A gigantic
Aggregation
Of -bewildering
Sights.
/The feature
Attractions of
The St. Louis
Exposition.
"THE •
IGORROTE
VILLAGE."
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
4-1.4•44711414.4444-1-+++4-1-1-1-t444
.*Of eery Policy of
TIE KeTuAL Lift
ol (á York stands
The-' Rut Amens LA III-
SEMI Cs. The Comply that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
• HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders '
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any ottnr Campy Ia the -
....World...
L.444-6444+440/444+4•444-*-1-141•
TIME 4 riks
BE WISE AND T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE OUR PRES-
{ ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-11 CLASS ORDER. YE DO THE.
FINEST KINDS CP REPAIR:
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
• CLOCKS AND WATIHES.
OUR CHARGES APE ALWAYS.
MODERATE WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE 01 BEAUTI•
FUL JEWELRY
Cosmopolitan Shows, Wild West
Excursion Rates on all Transportation Lines.
GREAT BOOKS AT LITTLE PRICES
St. Elmo 
The VIrginisti 
Man Ort the Box 
The Cost 
Helmet of gillsvarre
Graustark ..
 50C
50C
50C
 ▪ soc
soc
 
scc
Castle Craneycrow 
The Quest of Happiness, Hil-
lis 
Kindred of the Wild, ROb-
erts 
If I Were-King ......
The above and a hundred other(sopyright novels heretofore
at all times all the late copyright istrels and we sell th
em at
prices.
•
Harbour's Boc)k Department.
4
•
•
Soc
sok.
soc
sold
cut
J. L. WANNER,.
Jewehr
428 Brcadway..
PHONE 77)4..
PABST BLUE RBBON
BOTTLE BEER
%e'er at
Gray's Buffet,
/AMC!' House Bar,
•... A. Lagomarsino.
AN INVITATION
•
Our new exchange has be cow- 6
pleted and the public is respctfully
invited .to visit the operating -ooms
between, the hours of 9 a. m.,and 4
p. m. Sundays excepted.
Our switch board is the most
modern up-to-date board in the'
south and no expense has men
spared to secure the latest men-
tions apt- improvements knows .
the telephuee art which is a gr-
antee of raiild service to our
selibers,
We employ nuke than 73 op
tors to operate this switchboard
more than this, nuMber of other e
ployei to iiiiaitain lines and inst
new subscribers.
We will take pleasure in 5wi
all visitors through the., plants
EA' r TiNteESSEE TEL
•seCOMPANY.
•I or
•
606
MR. LOVE GOES
TO NASHVILLE
HE IS SUCCEEDED BY MAN-
AGER JEFFRIES OF BED-
FORD. IND.
Mr. Bergin Believes They Will Be
Ready To Start Their System at ,
media ay-mart -month.
The first of next week :1M-imager
Love of the Independent Telephone
‘company here, will be -reelhfeeeed to
the ofAce of the concern at plash-
vele, Tens., while he will be suc-
ceeded here by Mr. Jeffries piied•
ford, Ind. Mr. Love came het
-
tall from Jodiana is one
. r
best telephone men se country over,
liaiing spent his etiltre life in the
business, and itrif due to
his progressivepipssteh#e ',Padu-
cah system Iiii'reen pGia lupon the
lagh plane to vsli lillisTheingi ele-
vated under titg ° tpanagr.enent
He has hundras de nag here who
will regret to see him leave, Ista ar•:
eratified at thetlieserol4ibleiplzwe he
takes with the big office at l'eash-
vilk
' •
Mr. 'J. E. Ilievem, one of the own-
rs of the r iitdepcpckpli company,
esterday said IltIleved they
would be reaelesto startibeir system
:.t Mayfield, by the last of next
month, as thine were being hurried
along and they doing their utmost to
complete the phreit at the earliest
moment possible. The company has
never had a plant before at Mayfield.
but intend puttila sip ,a first class
(me, at cost of many thousands of
eollars. They have been working
en the system since last fall. there
being in charge Mr. Davis, who was
formerly manager of the local office.
but assumed the chief of the installa•
lion work at the neighboring city.
ACCUSED OF
STEALING
ALFRED ROGER CHARGED
WITH STEALING WEILLES
CLOTH rivo.
Yesterday, B. Weilfe & Son, the
clothiers, had a %arrant issued by
Justice John J. Bleich, charging Al-
fred Rogers, white, with appropriat-
ing to his use *belt $40 worth of
clothing. Rogers was employed Rs
driver fur the delivery wagon, and a
week or two ago was sent with some
packages to distribute among cus-
tomers who had bought. A suit of
elothes, cravanette coat and gimes
were not heard of afterwards, whil
shortly thereafter Rogers suddenly
quit his job
Rogers was arrested early this
morning ncar Ninth and Boid
streets by Officer Gross.
Officers Resume Duty.
Patrolmen Aaron* Hurley and Alex-
ander Friday resume their duties on
the police force, as at that time
there expires their week's vacation
they took, under the ordinance
which permits all members of this
department to have seven days off
on full pay each twelve months.
Just as soon as these two mtn come
back to work, Officers Johnson and
William Rogers will take their
week's vacation.
Enforce Ordiaance.
The police commissioners yester-
day instructeq Chief Collins to rigid-
ly enforce the ordinance preventing
ball playing, flipper shooting, etc..
the streets by boys or others.
alk
Cooley's ,Funeral.
17 Cooley and dllighter ar-
rialid from Texas at Mayfield yester-
day to attend the funeral of their
sod and brother, Henry Cooky, wh
was killed Sunday morning by
Officer Will Thomas of the police
force of that city. The body will
not be laid to rest until possibly
sometime today, as tliee) dee waiting
for the dead boy's brother, Mr,
Morris Cooley. to come from Okla',
home where he was when the kill-
isig occurred.
The examining trial of Officer
Thomas will be held about Friday so
reports come here from Mayfield.
 4..
BrilliantCerem°nialtBROADWAY
(Continued From First Page.)
Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway
Methodist church.
6. Following the marriage Mir. and
Mrs. Armour Gardner entertained
ve;th a bridal reception at their hand-
some home on Fountain avenue in
honor of their daughter and her
groom. Many called to pay their
respects to the couple and extend
congratulations, wishing for them a
long and happy married career. The
residence was beautifully decorated
for the auspicious occasion that
teemed with gorgousness through-
 The bride for the  ceremony was
beautifully gowned in white satin,
empaneled with real lace, and car-
ried a shower bouquet of lilies of
the valley and white roses, while the
lady attendants were garbed in
white, with pink roses to match, all
being strikingly handsome and at-
tractive.
No two young people of this city
enjoy greater esteem and admiration
than Ole „contracting parties, who
cNiketlet 'eminent West Kentucky
families and have a bright future be-
fore them. The beautiful bride has
been recognized as one of the most
lovely and accomplished members of
the younger society crowd since she
made her debut several years ago.
She is of a brunette type of beauty
that never fails to engage the utmost
admiration of all, to which is added
her natural vivacity and charm of
manner, that combine to make her a
typical Kentucky society belle She
is the only daughter of Mrs. W.
Armour Gardner.
Mr. Rudy is the oldest son of Mr.
and Mrs. James A. Rudy and is a
young man possessing qualifications
of an unusual sterling and admirable
esture, that have shown him to be
an enterprising and progressive
young man. Ile creditably occupies
a responsible position with the Rudy
AL Phillips house and is a genial
young fellow whose friends include
a very large circle.
This morning at 3:45 o'clock Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy left for the South
upon their bridal tour, to be gone
about two 'weeks.
During the ceremony Oe %organ
was presided over by ZPreaciaor
harry Gilbert. ‘-'• a2
D. A. R. Metter
This afternoon a callett-mieting of
the Daughters of the Confederacy
will be held with Mks. Dr. Joseph
Thompson of Jefferson street near
Sixth, for purpose of winding up
arrangements for the ladies to take
charge of the Country Store during
the carnival next week.
Missouri Couple.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Justice John J. Bleich at his office
on Legal Row, married Mrs. Ada
Morris of La Marra, Mo., and Mr.
C. Staunton Wilson of Lutesvill-
Mo.
This is the second venture for
both, who arrived here yesterday
morning, and went back home last
evening.
Staten Island Nuptials.
Miss Migon Chltton of Staten
bland. N. Y. and Congressman
Swagor Shirley of Louisville, were
married Saturday. One of the at-
tendants was M'r. I.ouis Brownlow,
the newspaper man formerly of here,
but now, of Washington, D. C.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN,
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Southern
Baptist Convention—Dates of sale
May ROL 9th and toth, limit ten days
with privilege id 
_extension until
June Istli by paying a fee of gb tenti.
Rate for the round trio $9 25.
Birmingham, Ala.—.General Confer-
ence of M. E. church—Dates of cal.
May 1st and and, limit to June 3rd,
with privilege of extension to June
3oth by paying a fee °Ls° cents. Rate
rol Trip
Los Angeles, Cal.—Annual ,Conycn-
,talis Imperial Council Ancient Order
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine and
National Congress of Mothers—Date's
of sale April 25th to May Oh. limit
July 31st. Rate for round trip $60.50.
Lexington, Ky.—Spring Races—
Date of sale April 24th to May 1st,
iimii•three days. Rate for round trip
$12.te.
METHODIST
QUARTERLY CONFERENCE
REPORTS BEST IX HISTORY
OF CHURCH.
Great Throngs Attending All the
Revivals Being Conducted Here
Now—W; -e.- 
The reports made at the quarterly
conference of the Broadway Moho-
dist church last .evening, were the
best ever rendered in the history of
the congregation, as they showed
most excellent work in all the de-
partments, while the financial con-
dition is something very good. The
conference was conducted by Presid-
ing Elder.J. W. Blackard and nearly
all the officials were there.
The documents reported a total
membership of the 'church, at 840,
that included the tea accessions by
Pastor 1'. J. Newell, with assistance
cf the Rev. Cailpeppers of Missis-
sippi. The reports also showed that
during • the past three mouths some-
thing like $2,soo has been collected
for general church purposes.
Last evening the congregatioh
officials elected the church delegates
who are to attend the Paducah Dis-
triet conference that will be held in
Barlow sometime during July. The
representatives from this flock will
be B. H. Scott, J. M. Byrd, Samuel
'1. Hubbard, James M. Lang, Henry
W. Katterjohn, Samuel H. Win-
stead, John W. Webb, Harry
Gkaves. Vernotr IBlythe, William
Scott, W. A. Martin, Dr. Hays, and
Fdward Newell. The district con-
ference reviews the past years work
c i the district and also outlines that
for the ensuing twelve months.
The other Methodist churches of
this city will select their conference
delegates at the next quarterly gath-
erings of the respective local con'
gregations.
Revivals.
'The revivals at the Tenth street
Christian and Second Baptist
churches, continue drawing great
crowds nightly, and much good is
Lung effected tbrovgh their medium.
The crowds overflow the two build-
iiigs each evening and effective sp.-
mons are being listened to.
Great Throng.
Last evening the St. Frances de
Sales mission services were attended
by all the people who could crowd
into the edifice, while large flocks
were turned away. Rev. Fathers
Lsmbert and Murphy are without
doubt among the most brilliant and
forceful divines ever coming her
and the week promises to mark a
great event in the local church his-
tory.
W. C. T. U. Meets.
'Tomorrow arternoon at three
o'clock the Paducah W. C. T. U.
will meet in the lecture room of
the First Baptist church. The ex-
ercises will be voted to the subject
of social purity conducted by Mrs.
Jettie M. Elliott, -superintendent of
this department.
In criaviectioa with the work, Mrs.
H. H. Dultsy will recite "The New
Evartgeline,"by Will S. Hays, the
Louisville poet. sk
All persons interested in securing
"at single standard or morals," are
most cordially invited.
WHITE RIBBON
BIG TUMOR REMOVED.
Ras Clung to the Face and Neck
oTm Gilbert, ---Tored., Päi
ao Years.
Yesterday Chief Surgeon Murrell
o! the railroad hospital, removed
from the right jaw and cheek of a
cclored man named Sam Gilbert, a
large tumor which had been there
fOr, the past twenty years. It ex-
tended from beside the ear, !town
the jaw and along the neck, reach-
ing down nearly tb the shoulder
blade. Gilbert is employed at the
Subscribe for the Daffy Register. shops here and the operetion was a
Delivered to your home for to meta Pleasing success. The tumor had
a week. been gradually growing for years
past, and the darky was a familiar
figure on the streets, on account of
his affliction attracting the attention
of all.
BAR ASSOCIATION.
Special Session to Take Up Charges
Will Be Held Tonight.
This evening at 7:.pe o'clock the
Paducah Bar association holds its
called session at ,the City Hall gen-
•iiral assembly chamber, for purpose
oi taking up some charges that are
to be preferred against members of
the organization, charging them
with unprofessional conduct in their
business dealings.
President W. M. Reed called the
special session, on being petitioned
44.0f Itat.44bo-"easir idy. 411- the- nembe".
•
MONEY TO AID
SUFFERERS
Preparations. Being Made For the
"Home Coming Day" to Be Held
In This City.
The Commercial club is leading
its efforts to raise money and send
it to San Francisco to relieve the
auffering, and to do this local work
the following committeement have
chosen to solicit subscriptions: •
Muscoe Burnett and E. J. Paxton.
F. L. Scott and J. C. Flournoy.
5- C. G'Ibert and Will Farley.
E. Palmer and F. E. Lack.
Henry Karnleiter end Virgil Sher-
rill.
P: M. Fisher and C. E Jennings.
E. W. Bockmon and George Lang-
staff.
T. I. Barry and J. V. Hardy.
Sol Dreyfuss and J. L. Friedman.
S. A. Fow'er and C M. Leake.
J. C. 1.7tterback and W. F. Poxton.
Charles Weille and John Rinkliff.
Jake Biederman and W. A. Berry.
H. A. Petter and B. J. *Billings.
Dave Levy ansl F. H. Jones.
B. H. Scott and W. P. Hummel.
Pat Lally and C. W. Morrison.
Home Corning Day.
In preparinq for the "Home Com•
ing Day," the Paducah people in-
tend seeing if a low railroad rate
cannot be gotten here from Louis-
ville, to bring a large crowd from
the Falls City some one day of
• Hume Coming Week," for Louis-
ville. To arrange for this work Mr.
Ben Weille has been selected chair-
man of the committee composed of
the following:
Sanders Brooks. F. F. Gholeon,
John Thompson, Will Yancey, 'Geo.
Houser, Philip Newman, Adam
Temple, John Smith, Dave Murphy,
L. Stevens. Evan Jett, Larton Dur-
rctt, John Spence. Jim Bradshaw, R.
lilerber, Wne. Paterson, Gus
Sinkteton, Will Hummel, Baxter
Kuykendall. Jake Englert, Tom
Reid and Ben Hovekamp.
Riley & Cook's tIsest Offer.
We will for i short time make you
ohe dozen Platinum pictures mount-
ed in nice folder, for $5. This is the
best offer ever made by any studio in
this city. All other photos at re-
duced prices. Call at our studio and
see what we have to offer before
making any engagements with any
other studio.
Photographically yours.
RILEY & COOK.
all•M•6160
Interstate
Commerce
HUNDREDS OF VISITORS WILL
BE IN THE CITY TO
ATTEND.
The annual gathering of the Inter-
state Odd Fellows' association will
be held here tomorrow, at which
time hundreds of brethren will be in
the city from towns wi•bin a radius
of too miles of Paduca!). Great ar-
rangements have been made for their
entertainment, and a grand day will
be ushered in.
The Odd Fellows will hold their
meetings in the Fraternity building,*
Broadway, -th-e--assetzitsty- roomsi
having been beautiful)), decorated for
the gathering, whiles, the Rebekahs
will conduct their mark in tbe Red
Men's hall, on North Fourth, the
Fraternity building guar ers not be-
ing large enough for _both the mam-
moth assemblies.
The big parade of tomorrow after-
noon is the first event of the day, it
starting at 1:3o o'clock, with Mr.
Charles Smith as grand marshal, and
Messrs- Gus G. Singleton, Julia,n
Switzer, Pete Bechenbach and hen-
ry Seamon as assistants. The parade
will form and march as follows:
First department on North Seventh
facing Broadway.
City officials, municipal board
members and police force on South
Seventh facing Broadway.
All Daughters of Rebekahs, on
South Sixth facing Broadway.
Paducah lodges. on North Fifth
facing Broadway.
All visiting lodges on South Fifth
facing Broadway.
Line of March.
The parade will march down
Broadway to Second street, south on
Second to Kenucky avenue, west to
Third street, south on Third to Jack-
son to Fifth street, rth on Fifth to
Madison street, we on Ninth to
Broadway, east o Broadway to
Fifth.
At Fifth and Broatlway the proces-
sion disbands and goes to The Ken-
tucky opera house where Mayor Yei-
ser will deliver the address, welcom-
ing the visitors. A response will be
delivered by one of the interstate of-
ficials, following which W. A. Spence,
of Metropolis, and Rev. Peter Fields,
of this city, make short talks. The
speakings adjourn at 4:30 o'clock, at
which time a contest between bands
will be held at Fourth and Kentucky
avenue, $so in gold being given 'as
first prize, and $25 as second.
At 6:30 o'clock tomorrow evening,
the business session for the Odd
Fellows opens at the Fraternity build-
ing, while at 8 o'clock the Rebekahs
conduct their degree work at the Red
Men's hall. By 9 o'clock, the secret
sessions will be closed, and all the
Odd Fellows and friends repair to
The Palmer. where the grand ball
will be given, in bringing the gather-
ing to a close.
I,
Plenty of Worry Now.
This is withont doubt a troubled .
period in the glowiqg interior of the •
Iearth and the troubled giant is notlikely to grow quiet in a day or s
year, but those who read vague
rumors of Honolulu slipping int..
the sea and are worrying Amu
friends in that far-off place slimilrl
be re-aie•erell. These is more 
quiet in men's minds just now than
in the earth's interior and rumor'
are born in this mental condition
with
than
cage:
more facility and less cause
mosquitoes in a swamp.—Chi-
Chronicle.
01,150-.10,010,40.•
Passed Away
This Mornin
MR. R. T. NELSON SUCCUIVLB4D
TO STOMACH AIL-
MENTS.
Was for Years Connected) With the
Illinois Central, and Highly Es-
teemed by Everybody.
This mori.isg, at 1:x5 o'clock, there
passed front life' R. T. Nelson,
the well known ree d railroader, at
his home in tareBroadway, after a,
confintitient wits •stdmaelS ailments
Since last November. is condition ,
ad een suelt for The past week that
death was expected at any time.
Mr. Nelson, was born 66 years ago
at Belfaefdar gel, and came to this
countra• 'Tad t5 years of age.
He serv04v;one of the govern-
ment hart pt during the Civil
Nkr, attil•witerrthe- troubles came to
a close, he.'esale to this city, which
has been his home ever since.
For years the deceased was con-
nected with 'the Illinois Central rail-
road in 'the car inspection department,
but four years ago retired on a pen-
sion. He was a. man who stood high *
in the commulity,,aud is(as highly
esteemed by his' ntny 'friends, who
possessed of many - eiceellent quali-
ties, 
in him a sterling gentleman.d 
He is survived by hie .wife and one
daughter here, Miss Ida Nelson. His
sister surviving is MW. Cate Wilson,
of Hozzington, Ohio, while two
brothers live in Zanesville, Ohio,
Messrs. Matthew and T. Nelson. An-
other brother is Mr. Johq,Nelson, of
San Francisco.
He was a member of the Presbyte-
rian church, and affiliated with Ingle-
side lodge of Odd Fellows.
The funeral services have not yet
been arranged.
Eagles to Donate.
State Grand President Louis -P.
Head, of the fraternal order of
Eagles, today issued the following
call to all Eagles' lodges in Ken-
tucky:
"All Eagles, wherever situated, are
expected and requested to conttibusee
to the funo being ri'ses1 by this or-
der for the San Francisco sufferers.
The tax levied ;est- :his purpass has
been withdrawn, and each lodge and
individual member is requested to
forward liberally contributions at
once to A. E. Patridge,- Grand Secre-
tary, Kansas City, Mo., specifying
San Francisco relief fund."
WChen the cat is away the night is
quiet.
A friend in need is a friend to steer
shy of.
HOW TO TAKE
CARE OF YOUR
HEATING STOVES
Let us take them down for you
and store them in our warehouse,
dry and clean, and put them up
again in the fall when you are ready
for them. We do thin at a very
s.nall cost, arid is a great laving ter
you. For further particulars call at
store or telephone us.
RHODES, BURFORD CO..
 "61•164111=1,
WEAR
Lender &Lydon's I
$3.00M43.50
..SHOES..
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
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We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you the
middleman's profit, as we are the. down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in 
tory_
by Paducah
workmen and strictly guaranteed.
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets
•
Paducah Saddlery Company
Incorporated. Paducah, Kentucky.
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' Sportlint and if1
asebalill News
KING GEORGE OPENS
THE OLYPAPIC GAMES.
—,•
Rulers of Greece and England Lend
Dignity and Pomp to Ceremon-
ies at Athens—Contests
Begin.
Athens, April 24.—Under glorious
sunshine, following a showery morn-
ing, Che oPar iiiii—earemonies Of- ihr
Olympic games were performed to-
day by King George of Greece. The
huge stadium was already packed to
its utmost capacity when the royal
procession arrived to the strains of
the Greek and British anthems.
First came a carriage -cam-taiMng
King George and Queen Alexandra;
;thee came ea.-1 .afre with Ktra- d-
ward and Queen Olga. These were
followed by carriages with 'Princes's
Victoria. the Prince and Princess of
Wales and the members of the Greek
royal family, with their brilliant
suites and representatives of the va-
rious European courts. The proces-
sion traversed the whole length of
the stadium, amid vociferous cheer-
ing, and the dignitaries took seats in
a semi-circle.
Then Crown Princess Constamire,
Duke of Sparta. who is president
the games, moved from the center of
the arena, saluting King George, and
read an address stating the objects
of the meeting, and expressing the
hope that the victors, whatever their!
nationality, would remember that,
their victory had been acclaimed on
the sacred soil of Athens by descend-
ants of the ancient liellenes. He con-
cluded by begging King George to
proc'aite the cpening.
King George arose and briefly de-
clared the games opened. All the
participants in the games,then moved
in procession around the stadium.
'eaded by bands of musk.
goo picked athletes of the world
seemed past, presenting an imposing
dieplay, they were cheered to the
echo.
Passing the royal personages, the
standard bearer of e'ach team im-
pressively lowered the flag of his
country. King George gravely re-
turning the salute.
The games began with gymnastic
displays and contests. No Ameri-
cans participated today. The mem-
bers of the royal families remained to
the finish. Tonight, the Acropolis
was brilliantly illuminated.
Eli B. Par.- tins, New York A. C.;
Fay R. Moulton, Kansas City A. A.;
James S. Mitchell and H. L. Hillman,
New York A. C., are steadily improv-
ing, and probahly will be able to com-
pete in the games.
An Umpire Slain.
 Dallas, Tex., 'April 23.—Edward
E. Lewis was killed tirMarIow, I. T.
yesterday, whiie umpiring n baseball
game between Marlow and Duncan
clubs. Lewis rendered a decision
that angered th - Duncan players, and
he was hit wi i a baseball bat and
his skull was t
Oscar and . .k Thomas are in
jail, charged „ murder.
ENGLISHMAN PICKS
AMERICANS TO WIN.
London. April 24.—The Oxford-
Cambridge sports have come and
gone, and Oxford won by seven
events to three. A worse day for
athletics I have never seen. A cold
northeaster blowing a gale, and the
rain coming down in torrents most
of the time. In view of these condi-
tions, the performances were re-
m- -kable, particularly the quarter in
:-5, and the half in 1:56 3-5, by
F. Cornwallis. of Oxford. and the
mile in 5:21 1-5. by A. R. Welsh, of
Cambridge. P. M. Young, a Cecil
Rhodes scholar at Oxford, from the
University of Dakota (U. S. A.).
scored two wins in the long and
high jumps, as did K. Cornwallis in
the quarter and half. A. H. Fyffes
broke the college record for the 16-
Pound hammer by throwing a dis-
tance of 136 feet 3 inches.
Tilt. Sports have been won on
twenty occasions by Oxford and on
twenty-one occasions by Cambridge.
There have been two dead heats
(1S64. four events each, and 189a,
five all), on both of which occasions
had the sports been decided by sec
onds. Cambridge would have won.
Since the commencement of the
sports, Oxford has scored reiR 1-3
first, and lot 1-2 seconds, and Cam-I
bridge has scored tem 2-3 firsts and i
lot 1-2 SeCOSICIS, out of 393 events.
A look over these figures naturally!
brings about comparison between'
these men and America's best, and;
this will give somewhat of a line on
the Olympic games at Athens.
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SOMETHING
REALLY NEW
 NILE 011111 TriAtiERISCIAHNARBMEILNLGE
—IN A—
FEARFUL, FRIGHTFUL, FRENZIED, FLYING FLIGHT
SPANNING DEATH'S ARCH
THE MOST SENSATIONAL FEATURE
ACT EVER CONCEIVED
ABSOLUTELY FREE TWICE DAILY am TNE SNOW GROUNDS
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE PARADE AND AGAIN AT 6:.3o P. M.Only living Woman who rides a Bicycle down a steep Incline Into Spaoe andACROSS A SS-FOOT YAWNING DEATH TRAP.
STILL THERE ARE MORE STARTLERS TO FOLLOW.
VATCH
AND
'WAIT FOR if BIG STREET PARADE RAIN ORSHINEAT 10A.111L
Overwhelming moving Miles of Wealth and Splendor. Open Dens of Fierce WildBeasts, Herds of Elephants, Camels, Ponies, Horses. Five Bands
of Music and all Exclusive New Novelties.
TWO PERPORMANCEN IN AtI, SUN AND WATERPROOF TENTS AT 2AND 8 P. IL Doors Open One Hour Earner foe a tour of the Peerless Triple Alm-nageries and attendance of the Xusical Festival byPao!. =NEEDS CELEBRATED INTERNATIONAL MASS BAND.
PERFORMANCES1/47
 
APRIL 21s
Since Morton, the British champ-
ion is not going, or even if he did,
America will win the too. Hillman
will take a lot of beating in the quar-
ter; in fact, Morton, who has seen
both Lieutenant Halswell and lfill-
man run, says the latter will win eas-
ily. Cornwallis and Parsons, of Yale,
will -have the hardest tussle of their
lives, and it is a toss up, though
Cornwallis' latest performance was
marvelous. In the mile it looks to
me as
take 3.
if Welsh, of Cambridge, can
P. Sullivan's measure, though Marathon.
Sullivan has not yet reached his limit.
In the weights, England excels:.
In the broad jumps. Prinstein will--
have to be at his best to beat P.
O'Connor. of• Ireland. though the for-
mer can always be depended on in a
GUY NANCE, FRITZ KETTLER, M. NANCE,Manager. Assistant. Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIONT. OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE s34. PADUCAH, KY.
!Paducah Transfer Company
oncotporatedu
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery and and Monroe
And illouseholploods. Both 'Phones
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Next toWashingDishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire than needed and no dust or aabes in the living
rooms. Estimates free. 
411
Ed atiannan
Both Phones 201. 132 SOlith Fourth Si, ps Kentucky A•renuo.
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shoe Ili the mate complete line of high-griuCI MAU% _III TIEEE sad NUNDIalLEN at Fait,0 7BIM° W any other manufacturer or dealer In the workL
•DO NOT Emir A MOYOLE from am,. eat an, fr.,. •or an arty k..sid ierwes, instil Lave received our complete Free Cata-logue. illustrating and ag every kind of high-grade and low-grad •bicycles. old pktterns and latest models, and learn of our rcoatrkalsle LOISPlUCin •rid woederful new seers made possible by selling front factor'direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.Of IMP ON OPPIEDVAL who'd a cod deposit, Pay the. smalls egosnow Id Days Frio 'Friel and make other liberal terms which i,.house to the world will dn. You eritli leans everythimg and get much vatsable information by simpfy writing us a postal.We need • iiimor hi every town and can offer ant triportunftt,to stake money to MEOW young wen who apply at once.
done 6 feet a 1-2 inches, but I think; per pate
America will carry off the Tett.
Ragzeneau, a Frenchman, is the,
Paducah's Ith Annual Carnival
APRIL 30 to MAY 5.
Bigger and Better, Greater and Grander than ever.
Cosmopolitan Shows, Wild West
and Igorrote Village
A ,Mastodonic Assemblage of All That is Strange, Odd and Curious,
New Shows. New Attractions. 1Stew Features.
/1 Excursion Rates on all Transportation Liner.
•
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SO NOT WAIT bar:7cl. 0: • pai us r of tires tram anyone nein hoot the new 11111'wonderful offers we ate mahhitg. It only coats a postal to learn iroeppesipi. WOW la NOW.
QUI Tlf11 All(curt wism °nous s4.as)
NO MORE TROUBLE FRON PUNCTURES.
Re-suit of i5 years errwriesee in the
rr.lking. No clangor from THORNS. CAC-I US, PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.Serious punctures, like inbettit.:• 11 knife cuts, canbe vulcanized like any other tin.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now in actual on One
Sweaty-Gee Thousand pain sold WM yam
MEAD WALE COMPARY, Deptie"41 L" CHICAGO, ILL
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadwa
*SW% ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-PER THAT' HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TOF ER YOU.
•.• . •.4 • • IMOD We MS NMI!
1=:::::::31=1113:11=11141:0313:=4141
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at moe we will
sell for Sc.
. . . . Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line Of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all Colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing 'papers, canvass and tacks.
•
C. a. LEE 315 Blviv.
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NEW-YORK-WOMAN'S SHOES
Philadelphia Critic Says Their Ap-
pearance Indicates Care-
laid a Philadelphia woman the oth.
Or day:
"There is one peculiarity about worn-
ea In New York which must strike any
vintager coming to the city.
"At home, and in most other place.
• I have visited, a woman feels =meet
well dressed if only her glom) and
shoes are new and really smart look-
(p New York that evidently Is
not the oasis; at least so far as the
footwear is concerned.
"Have you noticed it? Even very
r ell dressed women °ter here wear
Poor shoes. When they are not shabby
and brokeit-they are of poor least and
cneap leather.
"And the fact is the mo-e remarkable
because I have never seen men more
extravagant in their footwear than
those of New Yerk. The next time
y you are in au eIIbe4 train or street
car observe the ro lest Opposite.
The men win ahnost iñtst exception
be well shod, and theits- Oill be
glimpses of the most beautiful tbiligt
in silk and embroidered socks appear
ins above their shoe tops; while the
etylishly clad feminine foot will be
conspicuous by Us absence.
"I iliWt know whether it is that the
NsW Thrlk-ivesnan considers a flee-dol.
tat atillAth tmheard of extravagance
or' tiitbat like is • poor Judge of foot-
wear. -Be lehatever it is. I prefer the
oldefastdoned Philadelphia opinion
that a lady is known by her hands lied
feet more than by. anythtlig else."
HER BUSINESS ABILITY.
Map Deal That Netted Resourceful
Wife One Nandred
DoILIrs,
Senator Platt, in a 'tumorous speech
VS/ praising woman at a dinner party
"And her busisees ability!" be ex.
claimed. "Only the other day tho
young wife ei a young friend of mill(
said excitedly to her husband on hu
return home,:
" 'John, I have made more money
than you to-day.'
" 'How much have you made?' he
asked.
" 'A hundred dollars,' she said
proudly.
" 'Good, good!' cried the young
man. 'And how did you make it?'
" 'Well,' said the young lady, 'yoe
know my old piano that you only paid
$300 for? I gold it. to-day for $400.'
" 'Qgs,clous. and what are you seine
to do with all the moneyr he asked.
—Oh, there Isn't any money,' she
said.
"Eh?'
""You see, I sold the piano to a deal-
er, she explained H. gives in. • new
one for $eel) and allows me $400 tot
the old one Haven't I done well? il
yots't stay home and let me 'sun your
busill6e tor you,. you'd grow rich.
Think. $100 • day! That hi over $300,-
000 a year.' "
MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
- -
Three Peaks in Western Mountains
naiad to Be Metal-Bearing
Volcantc Bock.
--
Prof. Philip R. Uhler returns to the
eity with the report of a discovery
which he made in the western Mary-
labia mosuatalas. Three peaks, the Kis-
e I p14,,, one named Bussard's Knob,
rrowa 'a plateau about Lx miles from
the sit', reports the Baltimore Ameri-
can.. It was for Prof. l'hier to discover
,nar the three prominences ate in fact
.olcanoes. and that they are the very
oldest type of volcanic rook that is
?ound In the netted States.
Them peak.' Ara of a different form
from voleanoen like Vesuvius. In the
la/ter form of toldeno molten lava and
stones are ferret! tip by impel-heated
steam. leaving a deep hole, but it
these craters In western 'Maryland tn.:
whole mountain was orielnally In a
molten condition and the top crust wai
tuned upward in a dome-shaped form
and such lava as did not escape wa:.
forced out In vents at various paces.
The vokanic rochof the region is met.t
al-bearing. and specimen d of gray
r,reen and gold copper were found by
Dr. Uhler. The domes of the eraters
were sotnewhat elliptical in shape.
MEANING OF SURNAMES.
4
Derivation if Same of the Family
Eames Familiar in
Our I"%‘y.
Nearly all surnames origInady had a
Meaning. They were descriptive of
their osners. In a word, they were
nicknames. like "Skinny," or "Shorty,"
er "Pod." says the Pkiladelpula
Peel is a surname that shows the
original Peel tig have been bald Grasi
means fat-from the French "grass."
Grant, from "grad" means big.
An Oliphant shOeild he • clumsy and
unwieldy person.' Tbis surname wee
"elephant" ofIgisally. •
The Parkers were keepers of noble-
males parks. The Warners were war:
refiere or rabbit tenders. The Barkers
prepared bark for tanning. The La-
boucheres were butchers.
Bell meant handsome. Cameron
meant crooked-nosed. Curtis meant
polite. And' Forster meant forester:
Napier, a seOvant in charge of the ta-
ble 1116011; lielmer, • pilgrim: Wain-
wright, a wagon builder; Webster, a
wedblei; Wright a catpester.
hi ending Natters.
"Haven't yeu often wondered wYty
as many broken down widowers west
to get married again?"
"Why. no. Naturally, they sweet to
get re-paired."-Baltimore American.
COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FAT
Soon After Entering the "Presides"
They Begin to Acquire
Plumpness.
"In a Ow** of months from sow,"
said a woman- who was matron at a
women's college for several years,
"there will be a flood of letters from
girl freshmen to their mothers, all
containing one complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so tat that my clothes won't fit
me.' And the mothers will worry and
fret, and wardrobes will be sent home
to be let out.
"Freshmen at the women's college
always grow very plump, and they
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their first vaca-
tion by the amount of flesh they have
_
put on. And it is all due, I believe,
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college.
"The food Is always palatable, nour-
ishing, and of the best, and even the
most finicky maiden learns to eat
everything. I hare seen girls who
entered cofiege with the idea that they
could pear:it/Wig but the white meat
%VON( and lemon Ice, contentedlyea ng fried veal and onions a few
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
of lively conversation to make them
digest easily. Let me my right here.
too, that the popular notion that col-
lege girls have inittuigbt spreads of
:ndigestibles is a 'Wrong one. Such
things belong to it" boarding school, but
not to a wometrs college.
"Theo there aro regular hours for
loth-tug. Lights 'must be out at ten
o'clock. ant that means sight hours
of good, healthful sloop. The out-
door life also contributes to the plump-
Ideal of the girls.
"College 'atria stay indoors only
when they have to, and plenty of fresh
air makes them strong and muscular.
The gymnasium is another factor. Its
purposes is to develop a girl physical-
ly, and each freshman is examined
that she may get the exercise she most
reeds
"Under all these conditions the
freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
and this plumpness; they rarely loss
during their college course. Even tali
thinnest girl finds she can wear •
decollets evening gown after she has
eeen at collSge three months and the
fat girls find their superfluous flesh
turning Into hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. College girls
are always happy, and every woman
grows fat when sho is hapP7'7"
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Nersisers of the Medical Profession
ha History Who Belonged to
Thet Baca.
An interesting survey of Jews es
members of oar profession is to be ob-
tained from a little work entitled
"Judleabe Aerate und ihr Wartime ad
eas Judentam," which, says the Met
foal Record, ii211 been issued by Dr.
Simon &Ambit One of the most
rromineat of the earlier personages
mentioned is Chasdai, who became a
=lobster under the Calif Abdul-Rah-
man Ill., and did much to establish
the position of the Jews among the
Moslems in Spain during the tenth cen-
tury, as well as to foster the study of
the Talmud in that country. Jekuds
Ilkley!, who lived 100 years later, was
a busy physician who was also the
author of distinguished practical and
philosophical works. The great
lifailsonliee of Cordova ts includel
among the list of physicians by the
author, who says that he created whit,
Is almost a new Talmud, and alleges
that Richard Coeur de Leon wished Lc
make him his court physician, in spit.
of the edicts of Popes Stugentes, Nide
olas and Oalixtue that Christians
should not employ Jewish physicians
in Spain many years before they were
practically the only practitioners a
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
ander VI. had as personal physician
Jew. Bonet de Lates, who subsequently
became attached to Use court of Louis
X. The *diet against Jewish physi
clans was finally raised by Sixtus V.
largely at the instigation of two them
celebrated physicians, bavid de Pomir
and Ella Montalto. In the latter part
of the eighteenth century Mendels.
sohn's efforts in behalf of his corn.
ratriots were ably seconded by his
hiend, the physician Marcus Hers, who
santrihuted much toward_thallaratlen
of the Jews In Germany. In still
more reagent time Ascher, Steinhelm.
Es-tar and Johann Jacoby have been
efronaisent, and the author closes his
enumeration with the widely known
names or Stnissmann, Neumann
liaginsky and Senator.
Bit ea WestinoreLand.
The Westmoreland hills are the re-
melt= of an infinitely older world-
giants decayed, but of a great raise and
snot/etre: they have tho finish, the
dedleals or Roble lovelia=10--Ose 'tight
almest say tk• otanner--that domes at
and Draft tonloistonstlip with
&let fors* tkat make ?Or nigh'
%Immo-with air ana water, with
e mins and too abundant
. Rake them the Alps are W-
hitlow; the A.peanInes. mere forest-
hespeseruouniedns ne*e se.
Xr•refilleiall that Wetland gains from
sag eavedOlog glory tot it. -heath-
Witt , loehleh is angegait
bean,
dons
If. loan* Oho
ef sad ?yob that
• mettntaill woad.-
janalifilktillkilfrofh.ilikanown is the Giant
Af4/7"Intoati to fihina. the wings or
I'S Cb Meattire nine inches across. ,
A Crisis in
Her Life
bandIje lit
hat:
riot sili•eroolsose t
lay 
in 
her
• ha; telt iabllatu
tr eltt'ilaget
tout krill:lull
&Ad* *Pa "14"je
tort 111 is **bd." he said: "Ithil
tows to MI& shoot the coattail'
IsZt life"
'fifklistret-was deeply hurt at this open
criticism, for that had not been
objectz and she etplained to her pub-
lisher that abs did not wish to anneal
to the worse but to the bettor side
of human nature, and only to point
a' wholesome moral. She had written
ti) waru women, and had only spoken in
so unabashed • way of sin and evil to
teach a lesson Lind save her sex from
bitter suffering.
The publisher merely shrugged his
shoulders and accepted the book, and
wondered why women hide what they
mean by flowery language.
To-day she had received the last of
her proofs, and now she was sitting
over the lire with her precious burden
on her knee. Now and again she lifted
a page and reread it carefully, and sat
and dreamed, and altered here and
there, and sat and dreamed again.
Once or twice she struck something out
or strengthened and rewrote a sentence.
and from time to time she gleaned up
st the clock, and when at last it struck
Gee she rose, and, collecting her papers,
put them on the writing table, and, re-
seating hermit by the fire, sat listening
for her lover's footstep.
Quite unconscious of the depths of
his views on woman, she eagerly antic-
tinted his pleasure and pride. She de-
cided not to tell him about her book at
first, but, womanlike, keep her news
until he should have told her his.
They bad finished tea and were sitting
together over the fire.
"Won't you have a cigarette, Ralph?"
"You are sure you don't mind, Mar-
garet?"
"Of course not. I love it-it's so home-
like. Besides. I want to tell you some-
thing, and men can listen better while
they smoke."
He took the hand that rested on the
side of his chair and raised it gently to
his lips. "How you spoil me, Maraga-
ret!"
"Nothing to what I shall do by-and-
by," she retorted, laughing "All-nice
wives spoil their husbands, and I mean
to be a very nice wife."
"It's a treat to meet • girl like you In
these days, dear." he said; "you are not
like • present-day woman, somehow."
"Perhaps theey are not so bad as you
think."
"Perhaps not," he said, laughing;
"but there are some fununy ones about..
I met one abroad, by the way-a writer,
a Miss Vereker"-he paused-"she gave
me quite shock."
Margaret laughed. "Really? What
was she like, Ralph? Tously about the
bead and floppingly artistic, or the ad-
vanced-young-woman type?"
"Neither," he said; "her appearance
was charming-to look at-my dear
Margaret: she might have been as pure
and sweet as you yourself; bet her
book--well, I never was so thoroughly
'hockel la my life." 
"Do you mean by her -.book, 'Not
Otherwitser "
He frowned slightly. "I should
hardly have thought you even knew the
name."
"I have read it." said Margaret
quietly, "and I thought It very clever."
He looked at her in some astonish-
ment "Clever!" he echoed, "01 couree
It's clever, fiendishly clever, Margaret;'
no one could doubt that for a moment;
but I don't see what thee hine,to do
with it. It's appalling to me that an
girt should- write a booka;
alInnotatiber women folk.
ain't *OM.* leave the coarser side
lite to me Dian noveliat *depict?"
"Perhaps she had a moral lesson to
teach," said Margaret, speaking a
shade coldly.
"Lesson! Nonsense!" said Merton.
"It's not an unmarried girl's place to
teach moral lessons--not in that way
St anr rate. You cannot touch pitch
without becoming defiled, and for •
young girl like that to wallow eu Bev-
an/ nindilian Only show she has he
rite total auttlilltied imagination."
'347' *tar Mgh!"
"Well; Multi:et, I apolOirte; but
spokeltrongly because I feel Strongly;
and, being se sweet and clean a writer
yourself, you may be able to influence
a friend who 'writes that style of boot.
"I am sure this book was meant os
a warning."
4,v I.pb, "who can itvarn
10.40**11•40•401*
CCORDING to tho unspoken laws
hilisA 
of her Bohemian world he was a
tine and a prig. which means he
was a gentleman and old-fashioned In
his ideas about women.
She was a Bohemian by circum-
stances and environment rather than by
choice, and it was only from necessity
she had spent most of her later girl-
boo in the precincts of Fleet street
He was amused at her taste for litera-
ture and In a mild way proud of her
literkry attainments. She had written
for some years for some of the numer-
ous ladies' magazines, but lately she
had done deeper work, and now atiask
her book was finished. It was almost
Ilk. a woman's first-born to her, tbj"
novel into which she had put her Mit
thoughts and her worst cyniciam4
old .not innate, only born oft,.
Wrible. Sometimes she *age
d
w 
-" Altb•t1 411711 Merton wtl*• OW
- . 
.ibialor book. vh. fillttal vim
ngtEdi Pair to tanfrOil . -,
by depicting vice: bine Win 041.11II
hundred where she warns one or two.
If *girl wishes to teach the world a
Lesson let her teach it by her own puri-
ty of life and purpose." lie stopped
abruptly, aud added: "I am very glad
that young woman does not belong to
me, Margtuet."
There was a moment's intensc
silence, as Margaret sat slowly realiz-
ing that her book was quite as out-
spoken. "i am very glad that young
woman dues not belong to me.'"rhoee
were the only words sne couid remem-
ber distinctly of all he had said. She
knew now why she had not written to
tell him about her book. A subtle in-
stinct must have warned her; the in-
stinct that preserves sensitive women
[rum making mistakes with those they
love.
But she loved her book, too-did she
love it more than Ralik? She itiirdlY
knew--she was only' conscious of a
sudden feeling of icy coldness toward
him, L,mid involuntarily she withdrew
her hand from Its pllice on Liis chair.
then turned and looked him in the
face. "euppoging I had written a book
like that, naive'!"
"I can't supeuse anything so abnor-
mal, Margaret-women with minds
like you don't dig in mud."
• "But supposing I had?" she persist-
ed, feeling as though the docisicte of
her \Airy fate itself hung on his an-
awe:,
-"I should first ask you not to pub-
lish it," said Retell Merton very slow-
17. "and.-"
"And if I refueed'!" interrupted Mar-
garet, eaggiy. "Supposing i were to
rafgaws yon request-"
, 41,00ti14 leave you, Margaret,"
 he
el* 4u1etly. "1 shauld never marry •
woman who wrote an unclean book. I
▪ neyer trust her."
"Why not?" she asked, in genuine
ainagemelit. .
"I should feel she had either done
Something bad or was capable of doing
something bad. It is woman's mission
to uplift men by her example in her
life, and in her writings if she writes.'
"Aren't you a little hard and narrow,
Ralph?"
"Perhaps so,' he answered, gravely.
"I dare say I am narrow, Margaret-
according to an ordinary modern wom-
an's creed-but me wife will have to
come up to my standard."
For a long time after Ralph Merton
had left the room Margaret sat quietly
looking into the tire. In one short hour
her whole point of view of life had
changed. She had thought her lover
would be proud of leer success, and she
hoped he would even understand her
motive in writing her book. It was
even more outspoken, and dealt even
more deeply perhaps with the subject
nf sin and paseion than that other
book of which he had spoken with
such contempt and open tont/Ong. I:
was horrible to her to think that Ralph
would imagine she had used her sub-
ject-the sad story of a friead's mis-
fortune-as an ignoble means of at-
taining success and money.
Margaret realized as she sat there
with closely clasped hands, her heart
oeating with a heavy thud of nervous
excitement, that she had reached a
:risis in her life. now much was the
mans love worth iu her, and what was
love when weighed in the balance
against her art? Two alternatives lay
before her. Se must either give up
Ralph, or give up publishing her
Look.
elle knew her aim had been 'Ingle,
and her desire quite pure; but Ralph
coal(' never understand thee, and
:.berefore she need not put his faith
seal trust to such a test. If she pub-
Ratted the story she knew he would
never marry her. To lose him would
be torture-and yet to lose her book
would be eorturee too. She sat there,
torn first one way anti then &metier,
communing with hcraelf-faciug life
and pain and pride, she felt a bitter
sense of dleappolutment that ameent-
ad &meet to despair. Gradually the
glowing tirellght died alre.vly down and
only the gray ashes feathered an:I rat h-
ere] until the inst red glow'began to
fade, and still Merearet sat battlitig
with ambition and her love.
"Shall I make the tire up for you,
miss?"
"No.
The
night,
Shan't
thanks. Kellam."
maid waited. "It's a chilly
miss, and it's raining. too.
I bring a few sticks in!"
Margaret stirred impatiently, wait
ed a moment, and then said in her
usual gentle voice: "Very well, thank
you-make it up if you like."
Te maid ter the-rocrtn-to-fetelr-the
wood, and Margaret rose with a slight
shiver and demised to the writing
table on which she bad laid her'
precious proofs. Reside them stood
her lover's photograph. She took it
up and looked at it long and intently.
It was a frank and open face, and she
recalled with a throb of womanly
pride the blue egm that grew so ten-
der when they looked at her and re-
membered with,11, thrill of tenderness
the touch of the etrong, warm hand
and the voles that had said to her
only that vary day:
..10 dear Margaret, I may be a lit-
tle *arrow, but my wife will have to
eon). tip to my standard."
It was a good standard--she rocop,
nised that-for It touched the high
level that avoided "even the appear-
ance of evil," and it was a standard
lb. might do well to reach not 01117
in. his opinion of her, but in h,er life
and work. We each live in on: own
isolated world bf 1/10111fht, Ind the
moat bitter sacrifice. we ever make
thews only known to our secret
Margaret belit her head and
loàbett once more at her lover's photo-
graph, and then, with a hand that
trembled almost uncontrollably, she
gently replaced it on her table, and,
taking her Tweak enseed quickly to
the fire, and, kneeling, tore them leaf
by lest end "reseed there steadily into
the feareee Westnaleeter Creettle.
FAILED TO BEAT 'PHONE.
Ken with Plugged Cole Was Not
'Foxy Enough to Make
It Work.
---
A friend of the proprietor went into
I cigar store the other day and stepped
to the slot telephone. Taking down
the receiver, he told the gal at the
central station what number he want-
ed. Then, says the Philadelphia in-
quirer, while she was ringing up that
number he called out to the proprietor
or the store:
"Say, Bert. why isn't tale a good
place to work off this 'legged dime."
"It is," said the proprit tor. "Chuck
it in."
In a moment the girl said: "Ten
cents please."
Down went the plugged dime into
the slut.
"Too-oo-oot," went the little horn in
the machine.
"Ten cents, please," said the girl
again.
"I just put in a dime," he proteeted.
"I know," she answered. 'hut you'll
have to put in another. That one was
plugged."
"I thought probably it would be a
good place to work off the plugged
dime," the proprietor laughed later.
"It was, You worked it off all right."
"But how the mischief din she know
It was plugged" asked the friend. The
horn tooted all right"
"Yes," said the proprietor, "but
she's a pretty smart girl. Sae knows
--especially when you hold the receive;
in your hand and tell somebody you
am going to put in a plugged coin."
MONKEY AND THE LADY.
Feminine Fashionable Has a New
Whim Which Makes Her
Conspicuous.
The monkey is being adopted as a
pet by some women In these days.
This fashion is exhibited to the world
because it is the thing to do to take
the monkey out driv'ng with you, if
you own one, says the New York Sun.
"I take my monkey out driving, Just
as I would a pet dog," explained a pio-
neer in this field.
Her friends did not believe her until
the other day, when one of them came
forward to corrobomte.her.
"I saw her," said this witness. "I
was on a side street, standing at the
curb about to cross the street, when I
found ray eyes fixed upon the almost
human eyes of a monkey walking on
the top of the dosed doors of a pass-
ing hansom.
"Back of the monkey she sat looking
as pretty as • picture and evidently
much pleased with the attention that
her pet was drawing to himself, not to
mention herself.
"He was not one bit the barrel-organ
type of monkey, but a dainty monkey
wearing no other cost than his owes
natural fur, the color of a fawn with a
sheen of satin.
"A silver collar set with turquoise
circled the little creature's neck. A
silver chain attached the collar to the
mistress' hand She, by the way, car-
ried out the silver and pale blue color
scheme charmingly in her own attire
WORLD'S WETTEST PLACE.
Where the Average Annual Rainfall
Is Nearly Thirty-Seven
Feet.
The wettest place in the world, ac-
cording to the Russian Meteorological
Journal, as abstracted in the Revue
Scientificpe , is Cherrapunji, in the In-
dian province of Assam. From 1896
to 1903 the average annual rainfall was
11.223 meters (nearly MT feet).
Next came the environs of Bombay,
with 6.83 meters annually. But it
should be noted that at the station of
Debundscha, in Kamerun, 10.464 me-
ters (84 feet) of rain fell annually,
chiefly in summer. The wettest year
in Cherrapunji was 14 789 meters (48
Met) In 1861, and in Debundscha 14.133
meters (46 feet) in 1902. In the latter
place there fell in the one day of June
16, 1902. 466 millimeters (over one and
a half feet) of water-more than the
whole annual average in the Parisian
basin.
The neighborhood of warm seaa and
high mountains is the principal cause
of these extraordinary precipitations.
It may be expected that the Atension
of meteorological observation will
show other zones of rainfall more in-
-41esee-has been hitherto-
sa in Java and Sumatra.
Hoot of the French Motor.
One generally thinks of the French
language as being more musical than
our harsher northern tongue. But the
motor-hoot in French Is a far more
ear-splitting affair than it is In Eng-
'lab. To begin with, it la more often
t siren than a hoot, and all ' over
Prance one now hears the long, ex-
crlaciating wails that are generally WI-
sociated with shIps-or with souls in
torment And when, es In some in-
stances, a railway whistle is substi-
tuted, and the adtosnobile rushes
shrieking over the country-side like an
express train, the English tourist dis-
covers very emphatically that he does
not like the nsOtor-korn with a Trendn
accent
11.rrer.
/11m-De you think women should
have the privilege of proposing?
Her-Emphatically not
"Why not?"
"And give men the privilege of re-
fusing? Never."-Cleveland Leader.
Bather Indefinite.
Miles-Yon ought to see the horse
purchased last week. He can pass any.
thing on the roao.
Gilt's-Si? Coin,. in the samq
egeLon?--.. 4. Nowa
Lemon Chill Ton=
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDC,
WILL CURE NERY"US TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE TH11
WEAK AND SICKLY TO MIL
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Wil courts of Kew
lucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKL
(Homeopathist.)
Office. 3o6 Broadway-Pbone tea
Residence, $ig Broadway.
Phoce 145.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Read
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYERS,
Rooms 10, it and 12. C0111111bia
PADUCAH,, KY.
De: B. T. Hail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, nee
Nort hFifth, Both Phone us.
Residence to.ii Clay, Old Phone tteri
EXCURSION
It. Louis and Tennessee Rivet Vevils.
et company-the cheapest and Mal
excursion out of .Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee nrer
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, disobsiff
and rest; good service, g tablet,
good rooms, etc. Boats ,* each
Wednesday and Saturday 3 p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agatt.
A. S. DABNE Y
-DENTIST-
Truehart
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFT11
TELEPHONEE
Iltdisidencis 294 Office mu
OR. R. C. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
J. K. HENDRICK. J. 0. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build.-
tag. 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
MOW Both Phones St,
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
sox Fraternity Building,
Old Phone QS Red; New Phone pa.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 35s
Office hours III to mom,
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.
r. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Recidence, Rooms 3 Owle
Coluiet.eiBwldiig
Phone 1041-,-Red
a-,
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYER S.
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bask
Minimal County; Paduttl, Ky.,
Bi-vm us Fraternity Building,
New Pbc,i ITS Oid Phone see.
f'clITATIFF'7""'F-
. .
Air V
• Ist•••" "'
he National
Cigar Stands
is composed of two thousand retail
(IjuggiStS, scattered throughout the
ited States, who have concen-
trated their league buying power in
a single, co-operative concern. These
;coo stares, constitute the greatest
retail league outlet on earth. Conse-
a:In:tidy the N. C. A. Co., becomes
the largest single_ custinuer for to-
tacco ever known in the histo4 of
the cigar business. That is why we
can offer the terms??? we do.
WANTS 
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried me.p between
ages of 21 and 35; citiztris 'IPA&
Unit,:d States, of good character arid
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For infocmation
apply to Recruiting offices, New
fetehmond.:Iiientse. Paducah, Ky.
WHITE dining room girls wanted
at Hotel Craig, -Fifth and Jefferson.
HOTEL :;trOR' • RENT—Ready
iarnished at Hinson Springs, ix:
telephone. j'Ai.ltseing,
Teen.
•' 
FOR RNT,--1,,f;isker apartmeu...
of house 6c4 'North Sixth street.
GEORGE4lkAWLEIGH.
FOR, REANT--s•One „nicely furn-
i:hed room for ipentleman at Elev-
en the rirrr Jefferson. 'Phone 2238.
FOR RENT—Modern 4 and 5-
room fiats.-all -COLIN coiences,,, at 511
.Adams.
%VA N T ED -Posi ion as stenog-
rapher; four years' experience. Ad-
dress M. R., Register office.
HOMELESS
THOUSANDS
SHIVERING
(Continucd from Page One.)
Earlier in the evening the terrible
strain put u:ion the people of San
Francisco wl, still have a roof over
tneir heads t ,night found relaxation
in many lioust!s in music and song.
Lights we c permitted in all
houses until to o'clock and every-
where was heard the cheerful sound
(.4 t.he piano-once more miff Alin
harmony of voices of prayer fr
safety and deliverance after days
and nights of tmcertainty and terror.
San Francisco, April 23.—The new
San Francisco which will rise from
the ashes of 1 • old was in its first
stages 61 bui today. After five
days of confusion and alinost super-
effort on the part of citizens
c.f California's metropolis in the
great task of shelt..ring, feeding and
otherwise caring for the homeless
thousands, complete order has been
re-established aid attention turned
to the future.
Throughout the great business dis-
trict, where the devastation of the
flames was the most complete, walls
were being razed, buildings that hadI
t not disintegrated before the intense
n •at were being inspected with a
view to reoccupancy, and even
. •ound was being cleared for the
litameadiate construction of somesort of bulding in which to resume
business at the earliest possible
time.
Agents sell San Francisco Disas-
ter. Big book. 5oo page illustra-
tions, highest commissions, freight
paid. Send Joe postage for
outfit, also beautiful household'
premiums given. American Publish-
ing house, Chicago.
•
San Francisco. Big 'look. sod page
illustrations, highest agent's com-
mission, feeiaht -paid. Credit. Send
Inc postage for outfit, premiums
go:en. Big Money. Act quick. N.
A Donohue r  Chicago.
entessiwaseneests-
Dirt For Sale.
Anyone wanting rich flower dirt,
telephone George Seitz at 1014 over
ii!cl 'phone.
"L KENTUCKY
411.EPHONE 8.
THURSDAY NI611T, APRIL 26
THE
Eagles' Minstrels
At the Eagles' Minstrels Thursday
night the city's best talent w'll tyke
part:
Robe Chestaine." 'Tis But a Dream"
Everett • .Thotaipsnif.... . .,;•A s. . Song
Richert' Scott .."Dreamland"
Wm n
•
Cha rt * 
"Priscilla"
**** " 9 d•* •
„  • • onsa isy and _con.i.Parad e"
Wm. Bitazelton
"--"Who Dere Knocking at My Door
Quartette 4-61lIarry Colbhs, Robt.
Chastaine, Wm. Clark, Wm. Green.
THE. SNYDER
In Shining Lights of Society
Cheri. Hart  Illustrated Songs
Eddie Snyalet Monologue
Prof. Cooney  Cornet Solo
THE SCREAMING FARCE
of the Philippines
Desberger, Interlocutor
Prices-25c, 35c, SOC. 75c, $ I .00.
Seats on Sale Wednesday.
N. Soule's
Liver Capsules
for
Torpid Liver
and
Malaria
Do not purge, but act gently
and thoroughly on liver and
kidneys. Used
for thirty yeare.
in Paducah
•
25c
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Dniallatlk Fifth and Wept,.
Both Phones 575.
Little Robbers Doing Well
Oakland, Cal.. April 23.—The
newsboys are reaping a harvest,
litany oi them clearinf- c,go or $4o J
day. The line in front of the Tri-
bune office every afternoon is two
blocks long, and places -near the
door are readily sold to other boys
who arrive later, and do not want to
wait f rotheir papers. So numerous
are the little fellows and so anxious
to secure their afternoon stock that
are required at each
newspaper office to keep them ;n
order.
Greely Succeeds Funston.
San Francisco, April 23. —Gcners1
A. D. Greely took command of the
lederal troops at this post supersed
ing General Frederick Funston, who
will act under his order:.
General Greely has established
headquaters at Fort Mason, just east
of the Presidio reservation, on the
north shore of San Francisco Bay.
CONGRESS RAISES
RELIEF FUND
TO Sa,soo,000.
Washington, April 24.—The sen-
ate this afternoon passed a resolution
appropriating ji,soo,000 for the San
Francisco sufferers.
When the senate convened today
the message of Saturday afternoon
was received from-the president, rec-
ommending the appropriation of an
additional $1,500,000. It was imme-
diately referred to the committee on
appropriations. The house joint res-
olution, appropriating ji,000,000 addi-
tional relief, on Saturday, by that
body was also laid before the sen-
ate
Mr. Allison, chairman of the com-
mittee on appropriations, stated that
hie committee had received an ad-
vance copy and had considered it to-
day. He offered an amendment in-
creasing the appropriation to $1,500.-
000, in accordance with the presi-
dent's request. He also offered an
amendment ilzking the fund applica-
ble to the pa,ment of extra mileage
on the Pacific coast. In this form
the resolution was passed. The
house subsequently passed the
imendment.
Express Companies.
Manager Decker of the local office
for the Southern E3cpress company,
and Manager Lagerwahl for the
American Express company here,
have both received word from their
respective headquarters, announcing
that each of the express companie,
will transport free of charge contri
Notions of money or supplies intend-
ed to relieve the suffering at San
Francisco. The articles sent must
be consigned to relief committees or
city officials,/
Heard From' Family.
Mr. Ernest McIntyre of the
American Express company, yester-
day miming received a telegram
from San Francisco stating that hi3
mother, Mrs. M. A. MicIntyre, his
Mr. Morris McIntyre, and his sister
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Hobson, had escaped without
injury at the disaster which wreckes1
tliat city. Mr. McIntyre was con-
fident they had escaped becalise their
home is several miles from the part
of town worst destroyed, lint nater-
ally he felt a great fear for their
safety.
Cox-Rudy nuptials.
Attorney George C. Edwards of
Benton is in the city.
Mr. J. J. Dufour of New York is
in the city on a drumming trip.
CONTRACTOR'S NOTICE.
The undersigned magistrates will,
on the 28th day of April. let the con-
tract for the painting of the county
court house, including the dome skid
also the county jail and jail fence.
painting to be of two coats of pare
lead oil, and colors to be selected on
cr before the work begins, all work
to be done in a first-class workman-
like manner, a certified check for
twenty-five dollars ($25.00) to accom-
pany each hid, for the faithful per-
formance of the we*, we restrzing
the right to reject any and all bids,
also reserving the rigiht to reject the
work at any time if not done in ac-
cordance with the understanding of
the undersigned magistrates.
All bids most be in the offi.:e of
C. W. Emery by 2 p. m., Saturday,
the 28th day of April, Icon.
(Signed) C. W. EMERY,
J. J. BLEICH.
METHODIST COLLEGE.
Citizens' Committee Meets This
Afternoon to Hear Report of
Rev. Newell.
This afternoon at a o'clock a meet-
ing will be held by the committee
having charge of locating the Metho-
dist college in this city. The gad"
citing will be held at the Commer-
cial clubroom; on South Fourth
street for the especial purpose of
hearing the report from Rev. T. J.
Newell, one of the committeemen,
who went to Louisville last week
and conferred with the chairman in
this state, regarding the collegiate
desired  for it
Great Donation,
Up Jo Monday morning, it was es-
timated by the Chicago Chronicle
that $9,665.277 had been donated to
the San Francisco sufferers.
PERSONAL NOTES. ••••
Mr. Amos G. Owsley, the well
known capitalist, is in the city from
Louisville, after an' absence of four
months in that city and other points
on business. '  14414
Mrs. Maggie Holland, of Murray,
has returned home, after visiting her
brother, Mr. Clem Acree.
Mr. James Utterback has returned
from Washington and New York.
Mt. John Long of Comptons Land-
ign, Livingston county, was in the
oity yesterday. He keeps a country
store up the coast and buys his goods
in Paducah.
Col. Joseph E. Potter went to
Memphis, Teen., ibis morning to
visit his son, 'Mr. Rube Potter who
is railroading out of there.
Hon. Charles J. Bronston of Lex-
ington, Ky., arrived here yesterday
morning.
Mr. Herbert Hoover, the typwriter
man, will return tomorrow from
Ilumboldt and Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. Roy Hill, of Central City,
has reurned home, after visiting Mr.
WI H. McCann.
Miss Lillian Glisson, of Graves
county, is visiting her sisters, Mes-
dames Artie Goins and C. W. Nel-
son.
'Mrs. Ben Butler is visiting her
sic mother in Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke Knowlton, of
Memphis, Tenn., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Armour Gardner, having
come to attend the Cox-Rudy wed-
ding last night.
Miss Blanche Hill and Miss Rosa
Mercer arrived from Jackson, Tenn.,
yesterday to attend the Cox-Rudy
wedding last night. They return to-
day to Jackson, where Miss Hill is
attending a house party.
Mrs. Lucy Satson has returned
from visiting in Graves county.
Mrs. Vera Osborn is home from
visiting in Mayfield.
Mts. Lewis Beadles is visiting here
from ' Mayfield.
Miss MIrtie Hite. of Rossington. is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Lee Hite.
Mr. J. Andy Bauer and wife went
to Louisville yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Peters, of
7
WU WITH
ITCHING HUMOR
Eruption Broke Out In Spots AB
Over Body—Caused a Continual
Itching for Two Years—Doctor's
Medicine Did no Good—Cured at
Expense of only $1.25 and Now
THANKS CUTICURA
FOR COMPLETE CURE
" SOM* time ago I wrote you for a
book on the Cuticura Remedies and
received it 0. K. and went and boueht
the Soap, Ointment, and Pills. They did
me more good than any medicine I ever
used. They cured me of my akin disease,
and I am very thankful to you. My
tronble was eruption of the skin, which
broke out in spots all over my body,
and caused a continual itching which
nearly drove me wild at times. I got
medicine of a doctor, but it did not cure
me, and when I saw in a paper your
ad. I sent to you for the Cuticurs book
and I studied my case in it. I then
went to the drug store and bought one
cake of Cuticurs Soap, one box of Cu-
ticura Ointment, and one vial of Cuti-
curs Pills. From the first application
I received Belief. I used the first est
and two extra cakes of Cuticurs Soap, 
and was completely cured. I had
suffered for two years, and I again
thank Cuticurs for my cure. If you
wish, you may publish this. Your
friend forever, Claucle N. Johnson, Maple
Grove Farm, R. F. D.2, Walnut, Kan.,
June 15, 190.5."
ITCH! ITCH! ITCH!
Bes.zycal Sciwrail Soiree I This
is the condition of thousands of skin-tor-
tured men, womss, and children, who
may be instantly relieved and speedily
cured by warm baths with Cutieura Soap
and gentle applications of Cuticurs Oint-
ment, the great Skin Cure, and mild
doses of Cutieura Resolvent Pills, when
physicians and all else fail.
Said tbr.esSsM . •slia. Clitteurs OW.
mint. M.. ( tor to a chati,
1114. for vial of 1, may Si hod al all 1...
4.* so sem =a. Ibturt Dng It Claw Qom.
iliksell•idisselvi."Ai /AGO the IlkbAsakpormIllisis.•
Memphis, Tenn., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Saunders Fowler, of West 4.
Broadway, having come to attend the
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
: : :
C.airo, 36.5, tailing.
Chattanooga. 6.o, falling.
Cncinnati, 21.7, falling.
Evansville, 21.5. falling.
Florence, 5.0. falling.
Johnsonville, 9.4, falling.
Lefuisville, 8.4, falling.
Mt. Carmel. 9.1, falling
'Nashville, 168, falling.
Pittsburg. 47, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 6.9, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 31.7, falling.
Paducah, 25.6, falling.
There gets out for the Tennessee
river today the steamer Clyde. She
does not come back here moil next
Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky come: out
of the Tennessee river late tomor-
row night and lays here until five
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
sk;pping away on her return trip.
This morning at 8 o'clock there
gets away for Cairo the steamer
Dick Fowler. She returns tonight.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and leaves immed
iately on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins got away
yesterday for Evansville and comes
back tomorrow.
The Buttorff conies in today from
Ciarksville and got nut immedlately
for Nashville. t'
The City of Saltillo should 0/45 •
out tomorrow bound back to St.
Louis from the Tennessee river.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincin-
nati today and gets here Saturday
en route to Memphis.
Mrs. Auber Smith has gone to
rolivar, Tenn.. to visit relatives.
Mrs. Cook Husbands is visiting ;n
Louisville with friends.
INC BEE
Cactus Proof
A Heavy Tire
For Heaty
Riders
Made from high grade rubber and Sea Island Cotton, properly wrapped
and. frictiOned. They are supplied with an extra heavy tread to resist punc-
tures. We guarantee them to be pert ect in construction and material and
will replace free of charge any defect've tire. We are SOLE AGENTS
for this brand. We also carry a large line of U. & W. and all standard
tires and a complete line of supplies. See our READING BICYCLES
before you buy, they are those so mile an hour wheels and have more rec-
ords than any other bicycle on the market.
If yoe, wish a luxury in the bicycle line call aa4 MN
THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
Prices Just Rigkt Terms Easy. Old Bicycles Takeo la Eakin
REPAIRING DONE BY MECHANICS.
S. E MITCHELL
WOW
326-331 S. 3rd St.
9
Old Phone a4str.
New Phone 743
•
•:- LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •••
—The FirSt Christian church
ledies will tomorrow, during the In-
terstate Odd Fellows meeting, serve
dinner at 314 Broadway. the empty
store formerly occupied by Van
regarding the sew scale of wages bar
the coming year the carmen want
paid them by the I. C.
Attention. Lawyers.
A meeting of the Paducah Bar at-
sociation. is called for Wednesday
cveni9g, April 251h, at 7:30 o'clock,
at the city hall
(Signed) W. M REED, Pres.
—Mrs. E. P. Clark has received Jim Duffy
t
word from her brother Wm. Ander- 40314 Broadway.
son, announcing he was not injured
a San Francisco where he was der-
.n,; the es.thqoare
—Mr. J. A. Davis has received a
telegram from his sister. Mrs H. II.
liewe, saying she escaped uninjured
at San Francisco.
—Dr. D. F. Reeder, went
born hqe to ranama, has written
tack thal he' arrived safe and has
'men assigned to serv'ce at the An-
Con hospital, maintained by the U.
S. government for care of sick men
working on the canal.
—Chairman John A. Hill of the
joint protective board for the rail-
way carmen, will arrive here Friday
in confer with the Paducah members
L_
MKENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 5411.
Saturday April 28
MATINEE AND NIGHT
ROWLAND & CLIFFORD
Present
THE EMPHATIC SUCCESS.
DORA THORNE
Dramatisation of Bertha
Famous Novel
iss nna •ar s., 11 -Nashville
Tenn., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Rob-
ert B. Phillips.
FOR RENT—Two rooms, over
Walker's drug store. Apply to D. A
Yeiser.
Sweetest Story Ever Told
Wholesome, Clue, hireable'  
Ail-Excellent Production
Prices: Matinee Children, rip;
Adults, r.
Night ices: 25-35-50-75 and $lam
Seats on Sale Friday.
Pressing and Cleankg
Old Telephone 1616.
EYE GLASSES
haply SI Belt Mt
Adis:led MOO
led •
EYES TESTED FIFE
By Expert, Greduare Optician
Satisfaction Guacamole&
J. L.  WOLFF,
•4 I
jEWELER & OPTICIAN
)i pa Bradawl*.
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c. 'Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street.
/MP
west Kentocky Coal Co.
 gar 
